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GEOMETRIC INVARIANT THEORY AND ROTH’S THEOREM
MARCO MACULAN
Abstract. We present a proof of Thue-Siegel-Roth’s Theorem (and its more
recent variants, such as those of Lang for number fields and that “with moving
targets” of Vojta) as an application of Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT).
Roth’s Theorem is deduced from a general formula comparing the height of a
semi-stable point and the height of its projection on the GIT quotient. In this
setting, the role of the zero estimates appearing in the classical proof is played
by the geometric semi-stability of the point to which we apply the formula.
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0. Introduction
In its original form, Roth’s Theorem states that given a real algebraic number
α ∈ R which is not rational and a real number κ > 2, there exist only finitely many
Partially supported by ANR Projet Blanc “Positive” ANR-2010-BLAN-0119-01.
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rational numbers p/q ∈ Q such that∣∣∣∣α− pq
∣∣∣∣ < 1|q|κ
where p, q are coprime integers.
The general strategy to prove Roth’s Theorem stems back to the work of Thue.
The main ingredient is the construction of an “auxiliary” polynomial in several
variables f which vanishes at high order at (α, . . . , α): the crucial step is to prove
that it does not vanish too much at rational points which “approximate” (α, . . . , α).
The original argument of Roth (generalizing those of Thue, Siegel and Gel’fond)
involves arithmetic considerations about the height of the rational approximations.
On the other hand, in the work of Dyson — who proved an earlier version of Roth’s
Theorem — the non-vanishing result (usually called “Dyson’s Lemma”) takes place
over the complex numbers: being free from arithmetic constraints, it is said to
be of geometric nature. The task to generalize Dyson’s Lemma from 2 to several
variables was accomplished by Esnault-Viehweg [12]; afterwards Nakamaye [24] was
able to give a proof of it relying on a variant of Faltings’ Product Theorem and
“elementary” concepts of intersection theory.
The advantage of having a geometric proof of Dyson’s Lemma was exploited
by Bombieri in the remarkable paper [3]: he showed that these methods lead to
new effective results in diophantine approximation available before only through
the linear forms of logarithms of Baker.
Using an arithmetic variant of the Product Theorem, Faltings and Wüstholz
[14] gave a new proof of Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem, sensibly different from the
original one. Let us remark that their Zero Lemma, as in Roth and Schmidt, is of
arithmetic nature. Their proof involves a notion of semi-stability for filtered vector
spaces (see also [13]). The role played by semi-stability is anyway rather different
from the one in the present paper: here it collects all the geometric informations
coming from Dyson’s Lemma (hence from the Product Theorem); in their paper it
represents a combinatorial assumption that permits to perform an inductive step
based on the Product Theorem.
Inspired by work of Osgood [25] and Steinmetz [29] Vojta proved in [33] a gener-
alised version of Roth’s Theorem — called “with moving targets” — where the alge-
braic point can vary along with the rational approximations. Its proof is based on
the use of Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem. However it has been noticed by Bombieri
and Gubler [4, Theorem 6.5.2 and §6.6] that the techniques employed to prove
Roth’s Theorem suffice to prove the version “with moving targets” without recur-
ring to Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem.
The connections between Geometric Invariant Theory and Arakelov Geometry
have been studied by several authors in the last twenty years (Burnol [8], Bost [6],
Zhang [35], Gasbarri [15] and Chen [9]).
The application of these techniques to diophantine approximation was largely
inspired by [6], where Bost proves a lower bound for the height of cycles with semi-
stable Chow point. Generalizing these arguments Gasbarri gave in [15] a general
lower bound for the height of semi-stable points for a large class of representations.
An explicit version of the latter has been then proved by Chen [9] by means of
Classical Invariant Theory.
In this article, we show how a simple version of this general lower bound on the
height of (geometrically) semi-stable point leads to a general lower bound on the
height of suitable families of points (x1, . . . , xn) and (a1, . . . , an) in P
1(K)n and
P1(K ′)n respectively to the diverse v-adic distances (where K is a number field
and K ′ is an extension of degree ≥ 2). This lower bound, which constitutes the
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main result of the present note, has been established in the case n = 2 by Bombieri
[3, Theorem 2], is effective and implies the version of Roth’s Theorem we present
here.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we review some material concerning Roth’s Theorem and we state
the main result of this paper (the Main Theorem, see Theorem 1.11). More pre-
cisely, we show that Roth’s Theorem with moving targets is a consequence of an
effective statement (the Main Effective Lower Bound, see Theorem 1.7) and how
this last result is obtained from the Main Theorem for a suitable choice of param-
eters.
In Section 2 we introduce the main tool of Geometric Invariant Theory (the
Fundamental Formula, see Theorem 2.6) that we shall later apply to a specific
“moduli problem” in order to get the Main Theorem: it is a formula relating the
height of a semi-stable point with the height of its projection on the GIT quotient.
In this general framework we also state and prove a lower bound of the height on
the quotient (see Theorem 2.8). This section resumes all the results of GIT à la
Arakelov needed for the proof in the following sections and they are presented in a
more general setting.
In Section 3 we introduce the situation of Geometric Invariant Theory that we
are interested in. Admitting the semi-stability of the point that we introduce and
some intermediate computations, we show that the Fundamental Formula translates
into the Main Theorem.
These intermediate computations (upper bounds of the height and the instability
measure of the point) are developed in detail in Sections 4 and 5.
Finally, in Section 6, we show the semi-stability of the point, which is the crucial
result in order to apply the Fundamental Formula. Our proof is based on the Higher
Dimensional Dyson’s Lemma by Esnault-Viehweg-Nakamaye (Theorem 3.2). We
also give an alternative proof in dimension 2 based on the classical constructions of
Wronskians. This argument provides a simple “GIT proof” of the classical Theorem
of Dyson-Gelfon’d.
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Conventions. We list here some conventions and definitions that are used through-
out the paper.
0.0.1. Since we are interested on the action of SL2 on the projective line P
1, we
cannot confuse the projective line and the dual one. If A is a ring and n is a positive
integer we denote by An∨ the dual of the A-module An,
An∨ := HomA(A
n, A).
With this notation the projective line P1A over the ring A is the A-scheme
P1A = Proj(SymA
2∨).
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0.0.2. Let A be a ring, M be an A-module and n be a negative integer. We set
M⊗n := M∨⊗−n = HomA(M,A)
⊗−n.
0.0.3. Let E, F be finite dimensional complex vector spaces equipped respectively
with hermitian norms ‖·‖E , ‖·‖F and associated hermitian forms 〈−,−〉E, 〈−,−〉F .
Let r be a non-negative integer.
• On the tensor power E ⊗C F we consider the hermitian norm ‖ · ‖E⊗F
associated to the hermitian form
〈v ⊗ w, v′ ⊗ w′〉E⊗F := 〈v, v′〉E · 〈w,w′〉F
where v, v′ ∈ E and w,w′ ∈ F .
• On the r-th symmetric power Symr E we consider the quotient norm ‖ ·
‖Symr E with respect to the canonical surjectionE⊗r → Symr E. If e1, . . . , en
denotes an orthonormal basis of E, where n = dimCE, for every n-tuple
of non-negative integers (r1, . . . , rn) such that r1 + · · ·+ rn = r we have:
‖er11 · · · ernn ‖Symr E =
(
r
r1, . . . , rn
)−1/2
:=
(
r!
r1! · · · rn!
)−1/2
.
This norm is hermitian and it is sub-multiplicative in the following sense:
if f ∈ Symr E and g ∈ SymsE we have
‖fg‖Symr+s E ≤ ‖f‖Symr E‖g‖Syms E .
Let us also mention that the norm ‖ · ‖Symr E is bigger than the sup-norm
on the unit ball: for f ∈ Symr E we have
‖f‖sup := sup
06=x∈E∨
|f(x)|
‖x‖rE∨
≤ ‖f‖Symr E .
• On the r-th external power ∧r E we consider the hermitian norm ‖ · ‖∧r E
associated to the hermitian form
〈v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vr, w1 ∧ · · · ∧ wr〉∧r E = det (〈vi, wj〉E : i, j = 1, . . . , r)
where v1, . . . , vr and w1, . . . , wr are elements of E. With this notation
Hadamard inequality1 reads :
(0.0.1) ‖v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vr‖∧r E ≤
r∏
i=1
‖vi‖E .
The hermitian norm ‖ · ‖∧r E is not the quotient norm with respect to the
canonical surjection E⊗r → ∧r E, but it is √r! times the quotient norm
(see [9, Lemma 4.1]).
• For every linear homomorphism ϕ : E → F we write ϕ∗ for the adjoint
homomorphism (with respect to the hermitian norms ‖ · ‖E and ‖ · ‖F ). On
the vector space HomC(E,F ) we consider the hermitian norm ‖ ·‖Hom(E,F )
associated to the hermitian form
〈ϕ, ψ〉Hom(E,F ) := Tr(ϕ ◦ ψ∗)
where ϕ, ψ ∈ HomC(E,F ). If e1, . . . , en is an orthonormal basis of E we
have
‖ϕ‖Hom(E,F ) :=
√
‖ϕ(e1)‖2F + · · ·+ ‖ϕ(en)‖2F .
With these conventions the natural isomorphism E∨⊗C F → HomC(E,F )
is isometric.
1This inequality is Hadamard’s bound of the volume of a basis of a Euclidean space and not
Hermite-Hadamard’s inequality concerning convex functions.
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0.0.4. Let K be a field complete with respect to a non-archimedean absolute value
and let o be its ring of integers. In order to do some computations it is convenient
to interpret o-modules as K-vector spaces endowed with a non-archimedean norm.
More precisely, for every torsion free o-module E let us denote by E := E ⊗o K its
generic fiber and consider the following norm: for every v ∈ E we set
‖v‖E := inf{|λ| : λ ∈ K×, v/λ ∈ E}.
The norm ‖ · ‖E is non-archimedean and its construction is compatible with op-
erations on o-modules: for instance, if ϕ : E → F is an injective homomorphism
with flat cokernel (resp. surjective homomorphism) between torsion free o-modules
then the norm ‖ · ‖E induced on E := E ⊗o K (resp. the norm ‖ · ‖F induced on
F := F ⊗oK) is the restriction of the norm ‖ · ‖F on F (resp. is the quotient norm
deduced from ‖ · ‖E and ϕ, that is, the norm defined by
w 7→ inf
ϕ(v)=w
‖v‖E
for every element w of F .)
It follows that, for a non-negative integer r ≥ 0, the norm on symmetric powers
Symr E (resp. on exterior powers ∧r E) is the norm deduced by the one on the r-th
tensor power E⊗r through the canonical surjection E⊗r → Symr E (resp. E⊗r →∧r E). In particular, it is sub-multiplicative (resp. Hadamard inequality holds).
0.0.5. If K is a number field, we denote by oK its ring of integers and by VK the
set of its places. If v is a place we denote by Kv the completion of K with respect
to v and by Cv the completion of an algebraic closure of Kv endowed with the
unique absolute value extending the one of Kv. If v is an non-archimedean place
extending a p-adic one, we normalize it by
|p|v = p−[Kv:Qp].
0.0.6. Let K be a number field, oK its ring of integers and VK its set of places. An
hermitian vector bundle E is the data of a flat oK-module of finite type E and, for
every complex embedding σ : K → C, an hermitian norm ‖ · ‖E,σ on the complex
vector space Eσ := E ⊗σ C. These hermitian norms are supposed to be compatible
to complex conjugation. For every place v ∈ VK , we denote by ‖ · ‖E,v the norm
induced on the Kv-vector space Ev := E ⊗oK Kv.
If E , F are hermitian vector bundles over oK , a homomorphism of hermitian
vector bundles ϕ : E → F is a homomorphism of oK-modules such that, for every
embedding σ : K → C, it decreases the norms: that is, for every v ∈ E ⊗σ C we
have
‖ϕ(v)‖F ,σ ≤ ‖v‖E,σ.
If L is an hermitian line bundle, that is an hermitian vector bundle of rank 1,
we define its degree by
d̂eg(L) := log#(L/sL)−
∑
σ:K→C
log ‖s‖L,σ = −
∑
v∈VK
log ‖s‖L,v
where s ∈ L is non-zero. It appears clearly from the second expression that this,
according to the Product Formula, does not depend on the chosen section s. If E
is an hermitian vector bundle we define
• its degree:
d̂eg E := d̂eg(∧rk E E);
• its slope:
µ̂(E) := d̂eg(E)
rk E ;
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• its maximal slope:
µ̂max(E) := sup
06=F⊂E
µ̂(F),
where the supremum is taken on all non-zero sub-modules F of E endowed
with the restriction of the hermitian metric on E .
Proposition 0.1 (Slopes inequality, [7]). Let E ,F be oK-hermitian vector bundles
and let ϕ : E ⊗oK K → F⊗oK K be an injective homomorphism of K-vector spaces.
Then,
µ̂(E) ≤ µ̂max(F) +
∑
v∈VK
log ‖ϕ‖sup,v
where for every place v ∈ VK we set
‖ϕ‖sup,v := sup
06=s∈Ev
‖ϕ(s)‖F ,v
‖s‖E,v .
1. Statement of the results
1.1. Roth’s Theorem with moving targets and the Main Effective Lower
Bound.
1.1.1. Height and distance on the projective line. In order to state the
results in their most precise way it is convenient to make the following definitions.
Definition 1.1. (1) For a point x = (x0 : x1) of the projective line P
1
Q defined on
a number field K we consider its absolute (logarithmic) height
h(x) =
1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈VK
log ‖(x0, x1)‖v
where VK denotes the set of places of K and for every place v we write
‖(x0, x1)‖v :=
max{|x0|v, |x1|v} if v is non-archimedean√|x0|2v + |x1|2v if v is archimedean.
(2) If K is a number field and v ∈ VK is a place of K, we consider the v-adic
spherical distance on P1. If x = (x0 : x1) and y = (y0 : y1) are Cv-points of
the projective line P1 we set
dv(x, y) :=
|x0y1 − x1y0|v
‖(x0, x1)‖v‖(y0, y1)‖v ∈ [0, 1].
(3) Let x, y be K-points of P1. Then dv(x, y) = 1 for all but finitely many places
v of K and for every subset S ⊂ VK (not necessarily finite) we set
mS(x, y) :=
∑
v∈S
− logdv(x, y) ∈ R≥0.
If S = {v} is a singleton we just write mv(x, y).
Proposition 1.2 ([4, Theorem 2.8.21]). For two distinct points x, y ∈ P1(K) we
have
1
[K : Q]
mVK (x, y) = h(x) + h(y).
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Definition 1.3. Let a be a point of P1 defined over a finite extension K ′ of K,
S ⊂ VK a finite subset of VK and for every v ∈ S let σv : K ′ → Cv be a K-linear
embedding. Then we denote by a(σv) the Cv-point of P
1 induced by σv and we set:
mS(a, x) :=
∑
v∈S
mv(a
(σv), x).
1.1.2. Roth’s Theorem with moving targets. In this paper we prove the
following form of Roth’s Theorem with moving targets:
Theorem 1.4. Let K be a number field, S ⊂ VK a finite subset, K ′ a finite
extension of K and κ > 2 a real number. For every place v ∈ S let us fix an
embedding σv : K
′ → Cv which respects K.
There is no sequence of couples (xi, ai) with i ∈ N made of a K-rational point
xi of P
1 and a K ′-rational point ai of P
1 distinct from xi satisfying the following
properties :
(1) we have h(ai) = o(h(xi)) as i goes to infinity;
(2) for all i ∈ N the following inequality is satisfied:
1
[K : Q]
mS(ai, xi) ≥ κh(xi).
Vojta’s original form of Roth’s Theorem with moving targets is more general, in
the sense that it allows the target points to be K-rational:
Theorem 1.5 (cf. [33, Theorem 1]). Let K be a number field, S ⊂ VK a finite
subset, q ≥ 1 a positive integer and κ > 2 a real number.
There is no sequence of couples (xi, a
(1)
i , . . . , a
(q)
i ) with i ∈ N of (q + 1)-tuples
made of pairwise distinct2 K-rational points of P1 satisfying the following properties
:
(1) for all σ = 1, . . . , q we have h(a
(σ)
i ) = o(h(xi)) as i goes to infinity;
(2) for all i ∈ N the following inequality is satisfied:
1
[K : Q]
q∑
σ=1
mS(a
(σ)
i , xi) ≥ κh(xi).
Note that Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 1.4 by means of extending scalars from
K to a Galois closure of K ′ over K and taking the points a
(σ)
i to be the conjugated
points of the points ai. We ignore at the moment if such a statement can be
obtained by the methods expounded in the present paper.
Let us conclude this introduction remarking that for q = 1, 2 all these results are
a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1.2, which moreover gives an explicit
upper bound for height of the points xi in terms of the height of the points a
(σ)
i .
However for q ≥ 3 this result is ineffective in the sense such that an explicit bound
is not known.
1.1.3. Main Effective Lower Bound. As explained above, there is an inter-
mediate step in the proof of Roth’s Theorem which is effective and implies Roth’s
Theorem through an elementary argument by contradiction that we shall repeat in
the next paragraph — this is the principal cause of loss of effectiveness.
This intermediate effective result is a lower bound of the height of K-rational
points x1, . . . , xn in terms of their v-adic distances from the algebraic points a1, . . . , an.
Although this type of lower bounds plays a crucial role in the seminal work of
Bombieri [3], it is rarely stated as a stand-alone theorem.
2i.e. for all i ∈ N we have a(σ)i 6= a
(τ)
i for every σ 6= τ and we have xi 6= a
(σ)
i for every
σ = 1, . . . , q.
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We name this lower bound “Main Effective Lower Bound” and the aim of this
paper is to prove it by means of Geometric Invariant Theory. The statement of this
result involves some auxiliary real numbers of geometric nature r1, . . . , rn: in the
proof they are interpreted as the multi-degree of an invertible sheaf on (P1)n.
To state it we need to introduce the crucial concepts that govern the combina-
torics in Roth’s Theorem:
Definition 1.6. Let q, n ≥ 1 be positive integers and let t ≥ 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1] be
real numbers.
(1) Let us consider the set ∆n(t) := {(ζ1, . . . , ζn) ∈ [0, 1]n : ζ1 + · · ·+ ζn < t}.
(2) Let tq,n(δ) ∈ [0, n] be the unique real number such that
1− q vol∆n(tq,n(δ)) = δ,
the volume being taken with respect the Lebesgue measure of Rn.
The function tq,n : [0, 1]→ [0, n] defined in this way is continuous.
(3) Let Rq,n(δ) be the unique positive real number such that(
1 +
q − 1
Rq,n(δ)
)n−1
− 1 = δ n
√
δ.
(4) If r = (r1, . . . , rn) is a n-tuple of real numbers we write |r| = r1 + · · ·+ rn.
We are now able to state the Main Effective Lower Bound (cf. [3, Theorem 2]
for n = 2):
Theorem 1.7 (Main Effective Lower Bound). Let K ′ be a finite extension of K
of degree q ≥ 2 and let S ⊂ VK be a finite set of finite places.
Let n ≥ 2 be a positive integer, let 0 < δ < 1/(2 · n!) be a real number and let
r = (r1, . . . , rn) be an n-tuple of positive real numbers such that ri/ri+1 > Rq,n(δ)
for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Then, for all i = 1, . . . , n and for all couples (xi, ai) made of a K-rational point
xi of P
1 and a K ′-rational point ai of P
1 such that K(ai) = K
′, the following
inequality holds:
1
[K : Q]
tq,n(δ)
∑
v∈S
(
min
σ:K′→Cv
{
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}})
≤ (1 + 2q n
√
δ)
n∑
i=1
rih(xi) +
q
δ
n∑
i=1
rih(ai) +
(
log
√
2q
δ
+ log 8
)
|r|,
where, for every place v ∈ VK , the embeddings σ : K ′ → Cv are meant to be
K-linear.
1.1.4. Deducing Roth’s Theorem from the Main Effective Lower Bound.
Let us show how the Main Effective Lower Bound (Theorem 1.7) implies Roth’s
Theorem with moving targets (Theorem 1.4).
Let us begin with the following bound which goes back to the work of Roth and
it is based on an explicit version of a phenomenon of concentration of measure (see
[21]). As we will see this is where the number 2 in Roth’s Theorem comes from.
Lemma 1.8. Let q, n ≥ 1 be positive integers. We have tq,n(0) ≥ n/2−
√
(n log q)/6.
In particular,
lim inf
n→∞
n
tq,n(0)
= 2.
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Proof. According to [4, Lemma 6.3.5] for every 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1/2 we have:
vol∆n
((
1
2
− ε
)
n
)
≤ exp(−6nε2).
The result is obtained taking ε := 1/2− tq,n(0)/n. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By contradiction, suppose that there exists an admissible
sequence {(xi, ai)}i∈N verifying the conditions in the statement of Theorem 1.4. Up
to extracting a subsequence and passing to a sub-extension of K ′, we may assume
that we have K(ai) = K
′ for all i ∈ N. We may also assume q = [K ′ : K] ≥ 2.
Fix a positive real number ε > 0. By a pigeonhole argument (the so-called
“Mahler’s Trick”, see [4, 6.4.2]) there exists an infinite subset Iε ⊂ N such that,
for every place v ∈ S there exists a positive real number λ(ε, v) which verifies, for
every i ∈ Iε,
λ(ε, v)mS(ai, xi) ≤ mv(ai, xi) ≤
(
λ(ε, v) +
ε
#S
)
mS(ai, xi)
(where we dropped the writing of the embeddings σv’s) and
1− ε ≤
∑
v∈S
λ(ε, v) ≤ 1.
Therefore up to renumbering the subsequence {(xi, ai)}i∈Iε we may assume that
the previous conditions are satisfied for all i ∈ N.
Take an integer n ≥ 2, a positive real number δ and n-tuple of positive real
numbers r satisfying the conditions in the statement of Theorem 1.7. Applying it
to the couples (xi, ai) for i = 1, . . . , n and using, for every place v ∈ S,
min
σ:K′→Cv
{
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}}
≤ min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σv)
i , xi)
}
,
we obtain:
(1 + 2q
n
√
δ)
n∑
i=1
rih(xi) +
1
δ
(
n∑
i=1
ri (qh(ai) + C)
)
≥ 1
[K : Q]
tq,n(δ)
∑
v∈S
min
i=1,...,n
{rimv(ai, xi)}
≥ 1
[K : Q]
tq,n(δ)(1 − ε) min
i=1,...,n
{rimS(ai, xi)} ,
where, being rough, we set C := log
√
2q + log 8.
By hypothesis for all i = 1, . . . , n we have mS(ai, xi) ≥ [K : Q]κh(xi). Thus,
κtq,n(δ)(1 − ε) min
i=1,...,n
{rih(xi)}
≤ (1 + 2q n
√
δ)
n∑
i=1
rih(xi) +
1
δ
(
n∑
i=1
ri (qh(ai) + C)
)
.
The key point is that, since we have infinitely many xi, Northcott’s Principle
entails that, extracting a subsequence we may suppose that the ratios of the heights
h(xi+1)/h(xi) are sufficiently big (namely bigger that Rq,n(δ)) so that we can take
r such that
rih(xi) = rjh(xj),
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for every i, j = 1, . . . , n. Dividing the preceding inequality by r1h(x1) = min{rih(xi)},
we get:
κtq,n(δ)(1 − ε) ≤ (1 + 2q n
√
δ)n+
q
δ
n∑
i=1
h(ai)
h(xi)
+
r1 + · · ·+ rn
r1
C
δh(x1)
Now, since h(ai) = o(h(xi)) as i goes to infinity, passing to a subsequence we
may suppose that we have h(ai) ≤ δ n
√
δh(xi). By Northcott’s Principle, the ratios
ri/ri+1 and the height h(x1) can be supposed arbitrarily big. Thus,
κtq,n(δ)(1 − ε) ≤ (1 + 3q n
√
δ)n.
Letting δ and ε go to 0 and n go to infinity, according to Lemma 1.8 we find
κ ≤ lim inf
n→∞
n
tq,n(0)
= 2
which contradicts the hypothesis κ > 2. 
1.2. Statement of the Main Theorem.
1.2.1. More combinatorial data. It is convenient to fix some more notations
on the combinatorics appearing in the study.
Definition 1.9. Let q, n ≥ 1 be positive integers, r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple of
positive real numbers and t ≥ 0 be a non-negative integer.
(1) We consider the following subsets of Rn:
r := {(ζ1, . . . , ζn) ∈ Rn : 0 ≤ ζi ≤ ri for every i = 1, . . . , n} =
n∏
i=1
[0, ri]
∇r(t) :=
{
(ζ1, . . . , ζn) ∈ r : ζ1
r1
+ · · ·+ ζn
rn
≥ t
}
∆r(t) :=
{
(ζ1, . . . , ζn) ∈ r : ζ1
r1
+ · · ·+ ζn
rn
< t
}
= r −∇n,r(t).
We add Z in superscript to denote the intersection of these sets with Zn (we
write Zr , ∇Zr (t) and ∆Zr (t)). If r = (1, . . . , 1) we write n, ∇n(t) and ∆n(t).
(2) If λn is the Lebesgue measure on R
n, we consider the function µn : [0, n]→ R,
µn(t) :=
∫
∇n(t)
(2ζ1 − 1) dλn =
∫
∆n(t)
(1− 2ζ1) dλn.
(3) We define:
εq,r :=
n−1∏
i=1
(
1 + max
i+1≤j≤n
{
rj
ri
}
(q − 1)
)
− 1.
(4) Let us denote by uq,r(t) the unique real number in [0, n] such that
vol∆n(uq,r(t)) = min {max {1 + εq,r − q vol∆n(t), 0} , 1} .
Lemma 1.10. The function µn : [0, n] → R is strictly concave3. Moreover the
following properties are satisfied:
3That is, for every t1 < t2 in [0, n] and every ξ ∈ ]0, 1[ we have
µn(ξt1 + (1− ξ)t2) > ξµn(t1) + (1 − ξ)µn(t2).
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(1) If t ∈ [0, 1] we have
µn(t) =
tn
n!
(
1− 2 t
n+ 1
)
(2) We have µn(t) ≥ 0 for every t ∈ [0, n].
(3) For every t ∈ [0, n] we have µn(n− t) = µn(t).
(4) The function µn is increasing on [0, n/2] and decreasing on [n/2, n];
Proof. (1) and (3) are elementary computations that we leave to the reader. When
n = 1 statement (1) entails the strict concavity of µ1. For n > 1 arbitrary the strict
concavity of µn is proved by induction thanks to the relation
µn(t) =
∫ min{t,1}
0
µn−1(t− ζn) dλ1(ζn).
(2) follows from µn(0) = µn(n) = 0 and the concavity of µn. (4) follows from (3)
and the strict concavity of µn. 
1.2.2. Main Theorem. Keeping the notation just introduced, the main technical
result of the present paper is the following:
Theorem 1.11 (Main Theorem). Let K ′ be a finite extension of K of degree q ≥ 2
and let S ⊂ VK be a finite subset. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, ta, tx ≥ 0 non-negative
real numbers and let r = (r1, . . . , rn) be an n-tuple of positive real numbers. If the
following inequality is satisfied,
(SS) µn(uq,r(ta)) > µn(tx) + εq,r,
then, for all i = 1, . . . , n and for all couples (xi, ai) made of a K-point x of P
1 and
K ′-point ai of P
1 such that K(ai) = K
′, the following inequality holds:
1
[K : Q]
(1 − q vol∆n(ta))ta
∑
v∈S
(
max
σ:K′→Cv
{
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}})
≤ C(1)q,r (ta, tx)
n∑
i=1
rih(xi) + qC
(2)
q,r (ta, tx)
n∑
i=1
rih(ai) + C
(3)
q,r (ta, tx)|r|,
where
C(1)q,r (ta, tx) :=
∫
∇n(tx)
ζ1 dλn + q
vol∆(uq,r(ta))− µn(tx)
2
,
C(2)q,r (ta, tx) := q vol∆n(ta) + q
vol∆(uq,r(ta))− µn(tx)
2
,
C(3)q,r (ta, tx) := vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) log
√
6 + vol∇n(tx) log
√
8 + q vol∆n(ta) log
√
2q.
Theorem 1.11 is interesting only when condition (SS) is close to its limit of
validity (that is, µn(uq,r(ta)) − µn(tx) − εq,r is very small) and 1 − q vol∆n(ta)
tends to zero. This will be the case that will lead us to Theorem 1.11 in the proof
that we shall give in the next paragraph.
The fact that this is the only interesting case may be formulated more precisely
saying that, as soon as we set 1 − q vol∆n(ta) = δ, Theorem 1.7 entails Theorem
1.11 with slightly bigger error terms, which are insignificant for applications and
arise from simplifications in computations in the proof that follows.
1.3. From the Main Theorem to the Main Effective Lower Bound. In
this section we deduce the Main Effective Lower Bound (Theorem 1.7) from the
Main Theorem (Theorem 1.11). First of all let us remark that since we supposed
r = (r1, . . . , rn) such that ri/ri+1 > Rq,n(δ) for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1, we have
εq,r < δ
n
√
δ.
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1.3.1. Choice of the parameters. The Main Effective Lower Bound is deduced
from Theorem 1.11 setting
ta := tq,n(δ).
Let us also write u˜q,r(δ) := uq,r(tq,n(δ)).
Lemma 1.12. With the notation introduced above, we have:
(1) vol∆n(u˜q,r(δ)) = δ + εq,r ≤ 1/n!, hence u˜q,r(δ) ≤ 1;
(2)
∫
∆n(u˜q,r(δ))
ζ1 dλn ≤ 1
2
(δ + εq,r)
n+1
n ;
(3) µn(u˜q,r(δ)) > εq,r;
(4) µn(u˜q,r(δ)) ≤ εq,r + µn( n
√
n!δ).
Proof. (1) follows from the definitions of tq,n(δ) and u˜q,r(δ) and the hypotheses on
δ and εq,r. Since uq,r(δ) ≤ 1 we have u˜q,r(δ) = n
√
n!(δ + εq,r).
(2) The latter expression of u˜q,r(δ) gives∫
∆n(u˜q,r(δ))
ζ1 dλn =
u˜q,r(δ)
n+1
(n+ 1)!
= (δ + εq,r)
n+1
n
n
√
n!
n+ 1
,
and we conclude by noticing n
√
n!/(n+ 1) ≤ 1/2 for all n ≥ 1.
(3) and (4) follow from the explicit expression given by Lemma 1.10 (1),
µn(u˜q,r(δ)) = (δ + εq,r)
(
1− 2
n+ 1
n
√
n!(δ + εq,r)
)
and the hypotheses on δ and εq,r. 
For what concerns the choice of the parameter tx, roughly speaking, we stress
the validity of condition (SS) to its limit. More precisely, since the function µn is
strictly decreasing on [n/2, n], there exists a unique real number wq,r(δ) ∈ [n/2, n[
such that
µn(u˜q,r(δ)) = µn(wq,r(δ)) + εq,r.
Lemma 1.13. With the notation introduced above we have:
(1) vol∇n(wq,r(δ)) ≤ δ;
(2)
∫
∇n(wq,r(δ))
ζ1 dλn ≤ δ;
(3) vol∆n(u˜q,r(δ))− µn(wq,r(δ)) ≤ 3δ n
√
δ.
Proof. (1) Indeed Lemma 1.12 (3) entails wq,r(δ) ≥ n − n
√
n!δ. (2) This follows
from (1). Indeed for every t ∈ [n− 1, n] we have∫
vol∇n(t)
ζ1 dλn ≤ vol∇n(t).
(3) By definition of wq,r(δ) and by Definition 1.9 (2) we have:
vol∆n(u˜q,r(δ))− µn(wq,r(δ)) = vol∆n(u˜q,r(δ)) + εq,r − µn(u˜q,r(δ))
= 2
∫
∆n(u˜q,r(δ))
ζ1 dλn + εq,r
≤ (δ + εq,r)
n+1
n + εq,r,
where in the last inequality we used Lemma 1.12 (2). The result follows from the
hypotheses εq,r < δ
n
√
δ and δ < 1/(2 · n!). 
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1.3.2. Application of the Main Theorem. Lemma 1.12 (3) permits us to
apply Theorem 1.11 with ta = tq,n(δ) and tx ∈ ]wq,r(δ), n[ close enough to wq,r(δ).
Letting tx tend to wq,r(δ) and taking in account the estimates given by Lemma
1.13 we find:
1
[K : Q]
δtq,n(δ)
∑
v∈S
(
max
σ:K′→Cv
{
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}})
≤ δ
(
1 +
3
2
q
n
√
δ
) n∑
i=1
rih(xi) + q
n∑
i=1
rih(ai) + |r|Cq,r(δ),
where we set Cq,r(δ) := δ(1+
n
√
δ) log
√
6+δ log
√
8+(1−δ) log√2q. This concludes
the proof. 
2. Geometric Invariant Theory and Arakelov Geometry
2.1. The Fundamental Formula. Let K be a number field and oK its ring of
integers.
2.1.1. Let X be a projective and flat oK-scheme endowed with the action of an
oK-reductive group
4 G and let L be a very ample G-linearised invertible sheaf on
X . The global sections E = Γ(X ,L) are naturally endowed with a linear action of
G. Thus the reductive group G acts naturally on P(E∨) and the invertible sheaf
OE∨(1) is naturally G-linearised. The closed embedding j : X →֒ P(E∨) and the
natural isomorphism j∗OE∨(1) ≃ L are G-equivariant.
2.1.2. A point x ∈ X is said to be semi-stable if there exists, for a sufficiently big
d ≥ 1, a G-invariant global section s ∈ Γ(X ,L⊗d) that does not vanish at x.
Let us consider the oK-graded algebra of finite type A :=
⊕
d≥0 Γ(X ,L⊗d).
According to a theorem of Seshadri [28, II.4, Theorem 4] the graded algebra
AG =
⊕
d≥0
Γ(X ,L⊗d)G
of G-invariants of A is an oK-algebra of finite type and projective scheme Y :=
ProjAG is the categorical quotient of the open subset X ss of semi-stable points of
X (with respect to the action of reductive group G and the invertible sheaf L). For
this reason we denote it sometimes by X//G (or by (X ,L)//G to keep track of the
polarisation). Let π : X ss → Y be the quotient morphism. Since Y is of finite type,
for every sufficiently divisible integer D ≥ 1, there exists an ample invertible sheaf
MD on Y and a G-equivariant isomorphism of invertible sheaves
ϕD : π
∗MD −→ L⊗D|X ss .
2.1.3. Let γ : K → C be an embedding. Let ‖ · ‖E,γ be an hermitian norm on
E ⊗γ C which is invariant under the action of a maximal compact subgroup of
4Over an algebraically closed field k an algebraic group G — i.e. a smooth finite type affine
k-group scheme — is said to be reductive if it is connected and every normal smooth connected
unipotent subgroup is trivial. Over an arbitrary scheme S a group scheme G is said to be reductive
(or G is a S-reductive group) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) G is affine, smooth and of finite type over S;
(2) for all s ∈ S, the s-group scheme Gs := G×S s is a reductive algebraic group (where s
is the spectrum of an algebraic closure of the residue field κ(s)).
Examples of S-reductive groups are GLn,S , SLn,S and their products. In this paper we are
interested in the oK -reductive group SLn2,oK . We refer the interested reader to [5, Chapter IV]
for the theory over a field and [17, 10] for the theory over an arbitrary scheme.
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Gγ(C). We suppose that the family of norms {‖ · ‖E,γ}γ:K→C is compatible under
complex conjugation.
Let ‖ · ‖O(1),γ be the Fubini-Study metric on the invertible sheaf OE∨(1) asso-
ciated to the hermitian norm ‖ · ‖E∨,γ and let ‖ · ‖L,γ be its restriction to L. We
denote by L the hermitian line bundle on X obtained endowing L with the family
of metrics {‖ · ‖L,γ}γ:K→C. For every y ∈ Yγ(C) and every t ∈ y∗MD we set
‖t‖MD,γ(y) := sup
x∈X ssγ (C)
π(x)=y
‖ϕD(π∗t)‖L⊗D ,γ(x).
Lemma 2.1. Let f ∈ Γ(Y,MD) be a global section.
(1) There exists a unique G-invariant global section f˜ ∈ Γ(X ,L⊗D) which vanishes
identically on X − X ss and such that ϕD(π∗f) = f˜|X ss.
(2) For every complex embedding γ : K → C we have
sup
y∈Yγ(C)
‖f‖MD,γ(y) = sup
x∈Xγ(C)
‖f˜‖L⊗D,γ(x).
In particular we have ‖t‖MD,γ(y) < +∞ for every t ∈ y∗MD. Therefore the
function ‖ · ‖MD ,γ defines a metric on the invertible sheaf MD.
Proof. (1) is a reformulation of the definition of Y and MD. (2) follows from
(1). 
2.1.4. We denote by MD the associated hermitian invertible sheaf on Y and by
hMD the height function given by MD (see [4, 2.7.17]). Let us define
hmin
(
(X ,L)//G) := inf
Q∈Y(Q)
1
D
hMD (Q) ∈ [−∞,+∞[.
(which is clearly independent of D).
Lemma 2.2. We have hmin
(
(X ,L)//G) > −∞.
Proof. Let D be such that MD is very ample and let t1, . . . , tN ∈ Γ(Y,MD) be a
set of generators of the global sections. Let K ′ be a finite extension of K, let Q
be a K ′-point of Y and εQ the associated oK′-point of Y given by the valuative
criterion of properness. There exists i ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that ti does not vanish at
Q. By definition of the height we have
[K ′ : Q]hMD(Q) := log#
(
ε∗QMD/(ε∗Qti · ε∗QMD)
)− ∑
γ:K′→C
log ‖ti‖MD,γ(Q)
≥ −[K ′ : K]
∑
γ:K→C
(
sup
y∈Yγ(C)
log ‖ti‖MD,γ(y)
)
.
It suffices to show that for every i = 1, . . . , N and every γ : K → C the function
‖ti‖MD,γ is uniformly bounded on Yγ(C). This follows from Lemma 2.1 (2) and
concludes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. Proving this Lemma would have been unnecessary if knew that the
metric ‖ · ‖MD,γ was continuous. This is actually the case but in an attempt to be
self-contained we avoided the recourse to such a result (see Kirwan [22, Chapter
8, §2], Burnol [8] and Schwarz [27, Chapter 5] for the continuity in this setting or
Zhang [36, Theorem 4.10] and [20, Théorème II.2.18] for a more general result).
2.1.5. Instability measure. Let v be a place of K. If v is non-archimedean we
denote by ‖ · ‖L,v (resp. ‖ · ‖MD,v) the continuous and bounded metric induced by
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the integral model L (resp. MD)5. For a Cv-point x ∈ X (Cv) we define its v-adic
instability measure:
ιv(x) := − log sup
g∈G(Cv)
‖g · s‖L,v(g · x)
‖s‖L,v(x) ∈ [−∞, 0].
where s ∈ x∗L is a non-zero section. Clearly this does not depend on the chosen
section s. If x̂ is a generator of the line j(x) ∈ P(E∨)(Cv) we have
ιv(x) = log inf
g∈G(Cv)
‖g · x̂‖E∨,v
‖x̂‖E∨,v .
Proposition 2.4. Let v be a place of K. For every Cv-point x ∈ X ss(Cv) and
every non-zero section t ∈ π(x)∗MD we have
ιv(x) ≥ − 1
D
log
‖t‖MD,v(π(x))
‖π∗t‖L⊗D,v(x)
.
Proof. In the archimedean case this is clear by definition of the metric ‖ · ‖MD and
the G-invariance of π. Let us suppose that v is non-archimedean. Up to taking a
power of MD we may assume that MD is very ample.
Let y := π(x) and let εy ∈ Y(ov) the unique ov-valued point of Y associated to
y by the valuative criterion of properness (where ov is the ring of integers of Cv).
Up to rescaling t we may assume that t is basis of the free ov-module ε
∗
yMD and
thus ‖t‖MD,v(y) = 1.
Since MD is generated by its global sections, there exists f ∈ Γ(Y,MD) ⊗
ov such that ε
∗
yf = t. According to Proposition 2.1, the rational section π
∗f
extends uniquely to a G-invariant global section f˜ ∈ Γ(X ,L⊗D)⊗ov which vanishes
identically outside X ss.
Let us fix g ∈ G(Cv). Since the section f˜ is integral, we have
‖π∗f‖L⊗D,v(g · x) = ‖f˜‖L⊗D ,v(g · x) ≤ 1,
and recalling ‖t‖MD,v(y) = 1 this entails ‖π∗t‖L⊗D ,v(g · x) ≤ ‖t‖MD,v(y). Taking
the supremum over all g ∈ G(Cv) we find
ιv(x) = − 1
D
log sup
g∈G(Cv)
‖π∗t‖L⊗D,v(g · x)
‖π∗t‖L⊗D,v(x)
≥ − 1
D
log
‖t‖MD,v(y)
‖π∗t‖L⊗D,v(x)
,
which is what we wanted to prove. 
Remark 2.5. For a non-archimedean place v, it follows from the proof that in the
preceding Proposition we have equality if the reduction x˜ of the point x at the place
v is semi-stable, i.e. it is a semi-stable Fv-point of the scheme X ×oK Fv under the
action of G(Fv) (where Fv is the residue field of Cv).
2.1.6. Fundamental formula. Summing up the previous considerations we ob-
tain :
Theorem 2.6 (Fundamental Formula). Let P ∈ X (K) be a semi-stable point.
Then for almost all places v ∈ VK the instability measure ιv(P ) is zero and we
5Let x be a Cv-point of X . Since X is proper, the Cv-point x gives rise to a ov-point εx of
X , where ov is the ring of integers of Cv. The invertible sheaf ε∗xL is a free ov-module of rank 1 :
choose a basis s0. Every other element s ∈ x∗L can be written in a unique way as s = λs0 with
λ ∈ Cv. We set
‖s‖L,v(x) := |λ|v.
Clearly this does not depend on the chosen basis s0 of ε∗xL. See also [4, Example 2.7.20].
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have the inequality :
hL(P ) +
1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈VK
ιv(P ) ≥ 1
D
hMD (π(P )).
In practice we use Theorem 2.6 through this immediate Corollary :
Corollary 2.7. For every semi-stable point P ∈ X ss(K) we have
hL(P ) +
1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈VK
ιv(P ) ≥ hmin
(
(X ,L)//G) .
2.2. Lower bound of the height on the quotient.
2.2.1. Statement of the lower bound. Let E = (E1, . . . , En) be a n-tuple of oK-
hermitian vector bundles of positive ranks. Suppose we are given a oK-hermitian
vector bundle F and a representation, that is a morphism of oK-group schemes,
ρ : GL(E) := GL(E1)×oK · · · ×oK GL(En) −→ GL(F),
which is unitary, i.e., for every embedding σ : K → C, the action of the compact
subgroup
U(E)σ := U(‖ · ‖E1,σ)× · · · ×U(‖ · ‖En,σ) ⊂ GL(d)σ(C)
respects the hermitian norm ‖ · ‖F ,σ.
Theorem 2.8. With the notation introduced above, suppose that we are given an n-
tuple of integers b = (b1, . . . , bn) and a homomorphism of hermitian vector bundles
̟ : E⊗b11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ E
⊗bn
n −→ F
generically surjective and GL(E)-equivariant. Then,
hmin
(
(P(F∨),OF∨(1))//SL(E)
) ≥ n∑
i=1
bi µ̂(E i)− 1
2
n∑
i=1
|bi| log rk Ei,
where OF∨(1) is equipped with the natural Fubini-Study metric given by F and
SL(E) is the oK-reductive group SL(E1)×oK · · · ×oK SL(En).
Remark 2.9. This statement is more general than [9, Theorem 4.2] in the following
sense: with our notation Chen proves that for every semi-stableK-point P ofP(F∨)
we have
hO
F∨
(1)(P ) ≥
n∑
i=1
bi µ̂(E i)− 1
2
n∑
i=1
|bi| log rk Ei.
Chen’s result is deduced from Theorem 2.8 thanks to the inequality given by Corol-
lary 2.7
hO
F∨
(1)(P ) ≥ hmin
(
(P(F∨),OF∨(1))//SL(E)
)
.
Remark 2.10. In the proof of Theorem 2.8 we can limit ourselves to consider
the case where the integer bi are non-negative. Indeed, if the integers bi are not
necessarily non-negative, we can consider, for every i = 1, . . . , n,
E ′i =
{
E i if bi ≥ 0
E∨i otherwise.
Let us set GL(E ′) := GL(E ′1) × · · · ×GL(E ′n). If ̟ : E
⊗b1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ E
⊗bn
n → F is
a homomorphism of hermitian vector bundles as in the statement of Theorem 2.8,
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it induces a generically surjective and GL(E ′) homomorphism of hermitian vector
bundles
̟′ : E ′1
⊗|b1| ⊗ · · · ⊗ E ′n
⊗|bn| −→ F .
The quotients of P(F∨) by SL(E) and SL(E ′) := SL(E ′1) × · · · × SL(E ′n) are
canonically identified and the metrics induced on the polarisation MD are clearly
the same. In particular we have
hmin
(
(P(F∨),OF∨(1))//SL(E)
)
= hmin
(
(P(F∨),OF∨(1))//SL(E ′)
)
.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.8 when the
integers b1, . . . , bN are non-negative.
Invariant theory for a product of linear groups.
2.2.2. Let k be a field. Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer and E = (E1, . . . , En) a
n-tuple of non-zero k-vector spaces of finite dimension. We define
GL(E) := GL(E1)×k · · · ×k GL(En),
SL(E) := SL(E1)×k · · · ×k SL(En).
Definition 2.11. Let F be a non-zero k-vector space of finite dimension. A rep-
resentation, i.e. a morphism of k-group schemes, ρ : GL(E) → GL(F ) is said to
be homogeneous of weight b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Zn if, for every k-scheme S and all
S-points t1, . . . , tn ∈ Gm(S), we have
ρ(t1 · id, . . . , tn · id) = tb11 · · · tbnn · idF .
Proposition 2.12. Let ρ : GL(E)→ GL(F ) be a homogeneous representation of
weight b = (b1, . . . , bn) and suppose that the subspace of SL(E)-invariant elements
of F is non-trivial. Then :
(1) for every i = 1, . . . , n the dimension ei of Ei divides the integer bi;
(2) for every k-scheme S, any S-point (g1, . . . , gn) of GL(E) and any SL(E)-
invariant element w of F we have :
(2.2.1) ρ(g1, . . . , gn) · w = det(g1)b1/e1 · · · det(gn)bn/en · w.
Proof. This follows from the fact that characters of the general linear group are
powers of the determinant. 
2.2.3. For every non-negative integer N let us denote by SN the group of permu-
tations on N elements (if N = 0, then S0 = {id∅}). If E is a k-vector space the
group SN acts on the N -th tensor product E
⊗N permuting factors. Explicitly, if
σ ∈ SN is a permutation and x1, . . . , xN are elements of E we have
σ ∗ (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xN ) = xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(N).
Definition 2.13. The preceding action defines a homomorphism of non-commutative
k-algebras S|N | → Endk(E⊗N ) that we denote by ηE,N .
2.2.4. Let b = (b1, . . . , bn) be a n-tuple of non-negative integers. The group Sb1 ×
· · · × Sbn , which we denote by Sb, acts component-wise on the k-vector space
E⊗b := E⊗b11 ⊗· · ·⊗E⊗bnn . The k-group scheme GL(E) acts by conjugation on the
k-vector space
Endk(E
⊗b) = Endk(E
⊗b1
1 )⊗k · · · ⊗k Endk(E⊗bnn )
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and the representation GL(E) → GL(End(E⊗b)) is homogeneous of weight 0 =
(0, . . . , 0). Proposition 2.12 (2) entails that the invariant elements of End(E⊗Db)
with respect to the action of GL(E) and to the action of SL(E) are the same.
Definition 2.14. The action of Sb on E
⊗b defines a homomorphism of non-
commutative k-algebras
⊗n
i=1 k[Sbi ]→ End(E⊗b) that we denote by ηE,b.
The image of ηE,b is contained in the subspace of invariants of End(E
⊗b). The
First Main Theorem of Invariant Theory affirms that in characteristic 0 the con-
verse inclusion holds too (cf. [34, Chapter III], [9, Theorem 3.1, Corollary] and [2,
Appendix 1]):
Theorem 2.15 (First Main Theorem of Invariant Theory). Suppose that the char-
acteristic of k is zero. The subspace of SL(E)-invariant elements of the k-vector
space End(E⊗b) is the image of the homomorphism ηE,b.
Definition 2.16. With the notation introduced above let us suppose that ei divides
bi for every i = 1, . . . , n. We consider the natural homomorphism of k-vector spaces
ΦEi,bi : End (Ei)
⊗bi ⊗ det(Ei)⊗bi/ei −→ E⊗bii
defined as the composition of the following homomorphisms:
End (Ei)
⊗bi ⊗ det(Ei)⊗bi/ei E⊗bii
E⊗bii ⊗
(
E⊗eii
)∨⊗bi/ei ⊗ det(Ei)⊗bi/ei id⊗ det⊗ id // E⊗bii ⊗ (det(Ei)∨ ⊗ det(Ei))⊗bi/ei
Furthermore we set ΦE,b := ΦE1,b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ΦEn,bn .
Corollary 2.17. Suppose that the characteristic of k is zero. Let F be a non-zero
k-vector space of finite dimension and ρ : GL(E) → GL(F ) be a representation.
Let b = (b1, . . . , bn) be a n-tuple of non-negative integers and
ϕ :
n⊗
i=1
E⊗bii −→ F
be a surjective and GL(E)-equivariant homomorphism of k-vector spaces. The
representation ρ is homogeneous of weight b = (b1, . . . , bn) and if the subspace of
SL(E)-invariant elements of F is non-zero we have:
(1) For every i = 1, . . . , n the dimension ei of Ei divides the integer bi.
(2) The subspace of SL(E)-invariants of F is the image of the homomorphism
ϕ ◦ ΦE,b ◦ (ηE,b ⊗ id) :
n⊗
i=1
k[Sbi ]⊗
n⊗
i=1
det(Ei)
⊗bi/ei −→ F.
This is just a combination of the First Main Theorem of Invariant Theory with
following:
Remark 2.18. In characteristic 0 a linear algebraic group is reductive if and only if
for every linear representationE of G there exists a unique G-equivariant projection
RE : E → EG (the so-called Reynolds operator). The uniqueness entails the
functoriality of the projection on the invariants: for every G-equivariant linear
homomorphism ψ : E → F between linear representations of G we have RF ◦ ψ =
ψ ◦RE . In particular, if ψ is surjective the induced homomorphism ϕ : EG → FG
is surjective too. For details, refer to [23, page 182] and [22, Chapter1, §1].
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Non-hermitian norms and tensor product. In this paragraph we briefly discuss
norms on tensor products which are not hermitian. We refer the interested reader
to [18] for the case of two vector spaces and [16, Normes tensorielles, page 33] for
the present setting.
Let N ≥ 1 be a positive integer and for every i = 1, . . . , N let Vi be a finite-
dimensional complex vector space endowed with a norm ‖ · ‖Vi . Let ‖ · ‖V ∨i be the
operator norm on V ∨i .
Definition 2.19. The ε-norm (resp. π-norm) on the tensor product V := V1 ⊗C
· · · ⊗C ⊗VN is the norm defined for every element v ∈ V as
‖v‖V,ε := sup
ϕi∈V
∨
i −{0}
i=1,...,N
|ϕ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕN (v)|
‖ϕ1‖V ∨1 · · · ‖ϕN‖V ∨N
,
(
resp. ‖v‖V,π = inf
{
R∑
α=1
‖vα1‖V1 · · · ‖vαN‖VN : v =
R∑
α=1
vα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vαN
})
.
We denote by V1⊗ε · · · ⊗ε VN (resp. V1⊗π · · · ⊗π VN ) the vector space V equipped
with the norm ‖ · ‖V,ε (resp. ‖ · ‖V,ε). If all the norms ‖ · ‖Vi are all hermitians we
denote by V1 ⊗2 · · · ⊗2 VN the vector space V with the natural hermitian norm on
the tensor product.
Proposition 2.20. With the notation introduced above, the following properties
are satisfied:
(1) The ε-norm ‖ · ‖ε (resp. the π-norm ‖ · ‖π) is the smallest (resp. the biggest)
amongst the norms ‖·‖ on V such that for every i = 1, . . . , N and every vi ∈ Vi
we have
‖v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vN‖ ≥ ‖v1‖V ∨∨1 · · · ‖vN‖V ∨∨N ,
(resp. ‖v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vN‖ ≤ ‖v1‖V1 · · · ‖vN‖VN ) ,
and for every i = 1, . . . , n and every ϕi ∈ V ∨i we have
‖ϕ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕN‖∨ ≤ ‖ϕ1‖V ∨1 · · · ‖ϕN‖V ∨N ,
(resp. ‖ϕ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕN‖∨ ≥ ‖ϕ1‖V ∨1 · · · ‖ϕN‖V ∨N
)
,
where ‖ · ‖∨ denotes the operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖ on V ∨.
(2) For every v ∈ V we have ‖v‖V,ε ≤ ‖v‖V,π.
(3) (Duality) The natural isomorphism V ∨ ≃ V ∨1 ⊗C· · ·⊗CV ∨N induces the following
isometries:
(V1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε VN )∨ ∼−−→ V ∨1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π V ∨N ,
(V1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π VN )∨ ∼−−→ V ∨1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε V ∨N .
(4) (Fonctoriality) For every i = 1, . . . , N let Wi be a finite-dimensional complex
vector space equipped with a norm ‖ · ‖Wi and let ϕi : Vi →Wi be a linear map
decreasing the norms. Then, the induced maps
ϕ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕN : V1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε VN −→W1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε WN ,
ϕ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕN : V1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π VN −→W1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π WN
decrease the norms.
(5) Let L be a normed vector space of dimension 1. Then we have
(V1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε VN )⊗ε L = V1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε VN ⊗ε L,
(V1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π VN )⊗π L = V1 ⊗π · · · ⊗π VN ⊗π L.
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Sketch of the proof. (1), (4) and (5) are elementary considerations on the definitions
of the norms. (2) Indeed, by bi-duality, for all i = 1, . . . , N and all vi ∈ Vi the very
definition of the ε-norms entails
‖v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vN‖ε =
N∏
i=1
‖vi‖V ∨∨
i
≤
N∏
i=1
‖vi‖Vi ,
and one concludes thanks to (1). (3) follows from (1) and (2) by duality. 
Proposition 2.21. Let V and W be finite-dimensional normed vector spaces. The
operator norm on HomC(V,W ) coincides with the ε-norm on V
∨ ⊗C W through
the canonical isomorphism
V ∨ ⊗C W ∼−−→ HomC(V,W )
Proof. This is Theorem [18, §1.1, Théorème 1] for E = V , F = C and G =W . 
Remark 2.22. Let L be a normed complex vector line. It follows from the pre-
ceding Proposition that through the natural isomorphism L⊗ L∨ ≃ C the ε-norm
on L⊗ L∨ induces the natural absolute value on C.
Proposition 2.23. Let W be an hermitian vector space and let r ≥ 1 be a positive
integer. Let us endow the exterior powers
∧r
W with the hermitian norm defined
in 0.0.3. Then the canonical map det : W⊗pir → ∧rW decreases the norms.
Proof. For every element w ∈ W⊗r and every writing w = ∑Rα=1 wα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wαr
the Hadamard inequality (0.0.1) yields
〈detw, detw〉detEi =
R∑
α,β=1
〈wα1 ∧ · · · ∧ wαr , wβ1 ∧ · · · ∧ wβr〉detEi
≤
R∑
α,β=1
‖wα1‖Ei · · · ‖wαr‖Ei‖wβ1‖Ei · · · ‖wβr‖Ei
=
(
R∑
α=1
‖wα1‖Ei · · · ‖wαr‖Ei
)2
,
which concludes the proof. 
Application to the lower bound of the height on the quotient.
2.2.5. Let us go back to the proof of Theorem 2.8 in the case when the integers bi
are non-negative. Let us denote by Y the quotient of semi-stable points of P(F)
by SL(E) and, for every sufficiently divisible D, by MD the hermitian invertible
sheaf on Y induced by OF(D). Let us fix D such that MD is very ample.
2.2.6. Application of the First Main Theorem of Invariant Theory. Since
the characteristic of K is zero and the homomorphism ̟ decreases the norms, one
reduces to the case F = E⊗b := E⊗b11 ⊗oK · · · ⊗oK E
⊗bn
n . For every i = 1, . . . , n
let us denote by Ei the K-vector space Ei ⊗oK K and by E⊗b the K-vector space
E⊗b11 ⊗K · · · ⊗K E⊗bnn .
Remark that subspace of SL(E)-invariant elements of SymD F is non-zero be-
causeMD is very ample. Therefore for every i = 1, . . . , n the integer ei := dimK Ei
divides Dbi. Let us consider the maps η := ηE,Db and Φ := ΦE,Db (see Definitions
2.14 and 2.16) and the natural surjection:
ϕ : E⊗Db −→ SymD(E⊗b),
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where E⊗Db := E⊗Db11 ⊗K · · · ⊗K E⊗Dbnn .
Lemma 2.24. For every i = 1, . . . , n let δi ∈ det(Ei) be non-zero.
(1) A set of generators of the SL(E)-invariant elements of SymD E⊗b = Γ(P(E⊗b),O(D))
is given by the image through ϕ ◦ Φ of the elements
fσ := η(σ) ⊗
(
δ
⊗Db1/e1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ⊗Dbn/en1
)
where σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ranges in SDb := SDb1 × · · · ×SDbn .
(2) Through the identification Γ(Y,MD)⊗oKK ≃ Γ(P(E⊗b),O(D))SL(E) we have:
hmin((P(E⊗b),OF(1))//SL(E))
≥ − 1
D
sup
σ∈SD|b|
{ ∑
v∈VK
log sup
Y(Cv)
‖(ϕ ◦ Φ)(fσ)‖MD ,v
}
.
Proof. (1) This is Corollary 2.17 (applied to the representation SymD E⊗b and the
SL(V )-equivariant surjection ϕ).
(2) Let Q ∈ Y(Q) be a point defined on a finite extension K ′ of K. SinceMD is
very ample, according to (1) there exists σ ∈ SD|b| such that the SL(E)-invariant
polynomial ϕ ◦ Φ(fσ) — seen as a global section of MD — does not vanish at Q.
By definition of the height we have:
hMD (Q) =
∑
v∈VK
− log ‖ϕ ◦ Φ(fσ)‖MD,v(Q) ≥
∑
v∈VK
− log sup
y∈Y(Cv)
‖ϕ ◦Φ(fσ)‖MD ,v(y),
from which the conclusion of the Lemma directly follows. 
2.2.7. Size of the invariants. Consider the oK-module E⊗Db = E⊗Db11 ⊗ · · · ⊗
E⊗Dbnn and denote by E
⊗εDb
(resp. E⊗2Db) the oK-module E⊗Db endowed for every
embedding γ : K → C with the ε-norm on the normed vector space
(E⊗εe11,γ )⊗εDb1/e1 ⊗ε · · · ⊗ε (E
⊗εen
n,γ )
⊗εDbn/en
(resp. with the natural hermitian norm on tensor product) that we denote by
‖ · ‖ε (resp. ‖ · ‖2). We consider the oK-module EndoK (E⊗Db) endowed for every
embedding γ : K → C with the operator norm ‖ · ‖ε,2,γ on
Endε,2(E⊗Dbγ ) := Hom(E
⊗εDb
γ , E
⊗2Db
γ ).
We denote the resulting normed oK-module by Endε,2(E⊗Db). For every γ : K → C
let us moreover endow the complex vector space SymD(E⊗b)⊗γ C with sup-norm
on polynomials (see paragraph 0.0.3).
Lemma 2.25. With the notation introduced above, the map ΦE,Db ◦ ϕ defines an
homomorphism of oK-modules
ϕ ◦ Φ : Endε,2(E⊗Db)⊗ε
n⊗
ε
i=1
(det E i)⊗εDbi/ei −→ SymD(E⊗b),
which decreases the norms.
Proof. The fact that the homomorphism ΦE,Db ◦ ϕ is defined at the level of oK-
module is clear. Remark that ϕ ◦ Φ is defined as a composition of the following
natural maps:
(1) E⊗2Db −→ SymD(E⊗2b);
(2) E⊗2Db ⊗ε
(
n⊗
ε
i=1
(det E i)⊗εDbi/ei
)∨
⊗ε
n⊗
ε
i=1
(det E i)⊗εDbi/ei ∼−−→ E⊗2Db;
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(3) det :
(
E⊗εeii
)∨
−→ det E∨i ;
(4) Endε,2(E⊗Db) −→ E⊗2Db ⊗ε
(
n⊗
ε
i=1
(det E i)⊗εDbi/ei
)∨
.
We claim that for every γ : K → C each of these maps reduces the norms. Indeed,
for (1) it is a reformulation of the fact that the hermitian norm on polynomials
defined in paragraph 0.0.3 is bigger than the sup norm; for (2) it follows from
Propositions 2.20 (5) and Remark 2.22; for (3) it is Proposition 2.23 and the iso-
metric isomorphism (E∨i )⊗piei ≃ (E
⊗εei
i )
∨ given by Proposition 2.20 (3); for (4) it
follows from (3) and Proposition 2.21. 
Lemma 2.26. Let σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ SDb. For every γ : K → C we have:
‖η(σ)‖ε,2,γ ≤
√
eDb11 · · · eDbNN .
Proof. For every i = 1, . . . , n let vi1, . . . , viei be an orthonormal basis of E i. Con-
sider the set R of indices R = (ri,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ D|bi|) with integral entries
satisfying 1 ≤ ri,j ≤ ei for every i, j. For every R ∈ R let us set
vR :=
n⊗
i=1
Dbi/ei⊗
j=1
ei⊗
α=1
viri,jei+α =
n⊗
i=1
Dbi/ei⊗
j=1
viri,jei+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ viri,jei+ei .
The vectors vR for R ∈ R form an orthonormal basis of E⊗Db. For every T ∈ E⊗Db
let us write T =
∑
R∈R TRvR. With this notation we have:
‖T ‖22 =
∑
R∈R
|TR|2, ‖T ‖ε ≥ max
R∈R
|TR|.
For every R ∈ R let us write σ(R) = (ri,σi(j))i,j . By definition of η(σ) for every T
we have η(σ)(T ) =
∑
R∈R TRvσ(R). Therefore we get ‖η(σ)(T )‖2 = ‖T ‖2 and
sup
T 6=0
‖η(σ)(T )‖22
‖T ‖2ε
= sup
T 6=0
‖T ‖22
‖T ‖2ε
≤ sup
T 6=0
∑
R∈R
|TR|2
max
R∈R
{|TR|2} = #R = eDb11 · · · eDbnn
(note that the last supremum is attained for T =
∑
R∈R vR). 
2.2.8. End of the proof of Theorem 2.8. For every i = 1, . . . , n let δi ∈ det(Ei)
be non-zero. For every σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ SDb let us consider
fσ := η(σ) ⊗
(
δ
⊗Db1/e1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ⊗Dbn/en1
)
∈ End(E⊗Db)⊗
n⊗
i=1
det(Ei)
⊗Dbi/ei
Since the elements η are integral and the map ϕ ◦ Φ is defined at the level of
oK-modules we have, for every non-archimedean place v,
sup
y∈Y(Cv)
‖ϕ ◦ Φ(fσ)‖MD ,v(y) ≤
n∏
i=1
‖δi‖Dbi/eidetEi,v.
On the other hand according to Lemmata 2.25 and 2.26 for every embedding γ :
K → C we have:
sup
y∈Y(C)
‖ϕ ◦ Φ(fσ)‖MD ,γ(y) ≤ ‖ϕ ◦ Φ(fσ)‖sup,γ ≤ ‖η(σ)‖ε,2 ·
n∏
i=1
‖δi‖Dbi/eidetEi,γ
≤
√
eDb11 · · · eDbNN ·
n∏
i=1
‖δi‖Dbi/eidetEi,γ .
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According to Lemma 2.24 we get
[K : Q]hmin((P(E⊗b),OF (1))//SL(E))
≥ −
n∑
i=1
(
bi
ei
( ∑
v∈VK
log ‖δi‖detEi,v
))
− log
√
eb11 · · · ebNN
≥ bi
ei
d̂eg Ei − 1
2
n∑
i=1
bi log rk Ei,
and one concludes recalling µ̂(Ei) = d̂eg(Ei)/ei. 
3. From the Fundamental Formula to the Main Theorem
3.1. Interlude on the index. Let K be a field of characteristic 0.
3.1.1. Index. Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer and P = (P1)n be the product of n
copies of the projective line over K. For every i = 1, . . . , n let pri : P→ P1 be the
projection onto the i-th factor.
Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be a K-point of P and b = (b1, . . . , bn) be a n-tuple of
positive real numbers. For every i = 1, . . . , n let ti be a local parameter around
zi ∈ P1(K).
Definition 3.1. Let f ∈ OP,z be a regular function on P defined on an open
neighbourhood of z. The function f develops into power series
f =
∑
ℓ=(ℓ1,...,ℓn)∈Nn
fℓt
ℓ1
1 · · · tℓnn ,
with fℓ ∈ K. If f is non-zero, then we define the index of f at z with respect to the
weight b as the real number
indb(f, z) := min {b1ℓ1 + · · ·+ bnℓn : fℓ 6= 0} ;
if f = 0 we set indb(0, z) := +∞.
If b = (b1, . . . , bn) is a n-tuple of positive real numbers we write 1/b to denote the
n-tuple (1/b1, . . . , 1/bn). Let the index with the respect the weight 1/b be denoted
by ind1/b. The notion of index can be naturally extended to meromorphic sections
s of an invertible sheaf L on P: it suffices to choose a trivialising section s0 of L
around z and set
indb(s, z) := indb(s/s0, z).
3.1.2. Higher dimensional Dyson’s Lemma. The main result concerning the
index is the Higher Dimensional Dyson’s Lemma: the version stated here is due to
Nakamaye [24]. The original version of Esnault-Viehweg [12] (which has a slightly
bigger error term) would work as well.
Let r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple of positive integers. We consider the following
invertible sheaf on the projective scheme P :
OP(r) := pr∗1OP1(r1)⊗ · · · ⊗ pr∗nOP1(rn).
Theorem 3.2 (Higher dimensional Dyson’s Lemma). Let z(0), . . . , z(q) be K-points
of P and t(0), . . . , t(q) be non-negative real numbers. Suppose that
• for every i = 1, . . . , n and any σ 6= τ we have pri(z(σ)) 6= pri(z(τ));
• there exists a non-zero global section f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) such that for every
σ = 0, . . . , q we have
ind1/r(f, z
(σ)) ≥ t(σ).
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Then the following inequality is satisfied:
q∑
σ=0
vol∆n(t
(σ)) ≤ 1 + εq,r,
where
εq,r :=
n−1∏
i=1
(
1 + max
i+1≤j≤n
{
rj
ri
}
max{q − 1, 0}
)
− 1.
3.1.3. Index at a single point. Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be a K-point of P, let
r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple of positive integers and let t ≥ 0 be a non-negative
real number.
Definition 3.3. Let Zq,r(z, t) be the subscheme of P defined by the ideal sheaf
of regular sections f such that ind1/r(f, z) ≥ t. We consider the following linear
subspace of Γ(P,OP(r)):
Kr(z, t) := Ker (Γ(P,OP(r))→ Γ(Zr(z, t),OP(r)))
=
{
f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) : ind1/r(f, z) ≥ t
}
.
Proposition 3.4. Keeping the notation introduced above, for every i = 1, . . . , n let
Ti0, Ti1 be a basis of K
2∨ such that Ti1 vanishes at zi.
(1) The monomials Tz(ℓ) =
⊗n
i=1 T
ri−ℓi
i0 T
ℓi
i1 for ℓ ∈ ∇Zr (t) form a basis of the
K-vector space Kr(z, t).
(2) We have dimK Kr(z, t) = #∇Zr (t). In particular,
lim
α→∞
dimK Kαr(z, t)
αn(r1 · · · rn) = vol∇n(t).
(3) We have dimK Γ(Zr(z, t),OP(r)) = #∆Zr (t). In particular,
lim
α→∞
dimK Γ(Zαr(z, t),OP(αr))
αn(r1 · · · rn) = vol∆n(t).
Proof. Left to the reader as an easy exercise. 
3.1.4. Index at multiple points. Let r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple of positive
integers and let t ≥ 0 be a non-negative real number and let N ≥ 1 be a positive
integer.
For every σ = 1, . . . , q let z(σ) = (z
(σ)
1 , . . . , z
(σ)
n ) be a K-point of P. Let us
suppose that for every σ 6= τ and for every i = 1, . . . , n we have z(σ)i 6= z(τ)i .
Definition 3.5. Let us consider the q-tuple z = (z(1), . . . , z(q)). We consider the
closed subscheme of P,
Zq,r(z, t) :=
q⋃
σ=1
Zr(z
(σ), t).
We consider the following linear subspace of Γ(P,OP(r)):
Kq,r(z, t) := Ker(Γ(P,OP(r))→ Γ(Zq,r(z, t),OP(r)))
=
{
f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) : ind1/r(f, z(σ)) ≥ t for all σ = 1, . . . , q
}
.
Recall that uq,r(t) is defined as the unique real number belonging to [0, n] and
such that
vol∆n(uq,r(t)) = min {max {1 + εq,r − q vol∆n(t), 0} , 1} .
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Proposition 3.6. Keeping the notation introduced above, we have:
(1) Γ(Zq,r(z, t),OP(r)) =
q⊕
σ=1
Γ(Zr(z
(σ), t),OP(r)).
(2) dimK Kq,r(z, t) ≥
n∏
i=1
(ri + 1)− q#∆Zr (t). In particular,
(3.1.1) lim inf
α→∞
dimK Kq,αr(z, t)
αn(r1 · · · rn) ≥ 1− q vol∆n(t).
(3) Suppose uq,r(t) < n. Let z
(0) ∈ P1(K) be a point such that for every i =
1, . . . , n and every σ = 1, . . . , q we have pri(z
(0)) 6= pri(z(σ)). For every t(0) >
uq,r(t) we have
Kq,r(z, t) ∩Kr(z(0), t(0)) = 0.
(4) lim sup
α→∞
dimK Kq,αr(z, t)
αn(r1 · · · rn) ≤ vol∆n(uq,r(t)).
Let us emphasize that (3) and (4) are consequences of the Higher Dimensional
Dyson’s Lemma.
Proof. (1) This is because the closed subschemes Zr(z
(σ), t)’s are pairwise disjoint
(see [12, Lemma 2.8]).
(2) Using the definition ofKq,r(z, t) asKer(Γ(P,OP(r))→ Γ(Zq,r(z, t),OP(r))),
the preceding point yields
dimK Kq,r(z, t) ≥ dimK Γ(P,OP(r)) − dimK Γ(Zq,r(z, t),OP(r))
= dimK Γ(P,OP(r)) −
q∑
σ=1
dimK Γ(Zr(z
(σ), t),OP(r))
=
n∏
i=1
(ri + 1)− q#∆Zr (t),
where in the last equality we used Proposition 3.4 (3).
(3) By contradiction let us suppose that there exists a non-zero element f in
the intersection Kq,r(z, t)∩Kr(z(0), t(0)). The Higher Dimensional Dyson’s Lemma
entails
q∑
σ=1
vol∆n(t) + vol∆n(t
(0)) ≤ 1 + εq,r,
and thus vol∆n(t
(0)) ≤ vol∆n(uq,r(t)). This yields t(0) ≤ uq,r(t) which contradicts
the hypothesis t(0) > uq,r(t).
(4) Remark that if vol∆n(uq,r(t)) = 1, that is uq,r(t) = n, the statement is
trivial. Hence we assume uq,r(t) < n. Let z
(0) ∈ P1(K) be a point such that for
every i = 1, . . . , n and every σ = 1, . . . , q we have pri(z
(0)) 6= pri(z(σ)). According
to (3), for every t(0) > uq,r(t) we have
Kq,r(z, t) ∩Kr(z(0), t(0)) = 0.
Therefore Grassman’s formula of dimensions gives
dimK Kq,r(z, t) ≤ dimK Γ(P,OP(r)) − dimK Kr(z(0), t(0))
= dimK Γ(P,OP(r)) −#∇Zr (t(0)),
where we used Proposition 3.4 (2) in the last equality. The statement is then
obtained by applying this inequality to any positive multiple of r and then letting
t(0) tend to uq,r(t). 
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3.2. Definition of the “moduli problem”. Let K be a number field and let VK
be its set of places.
3.2.1. Linear actions on grassmannians. Let E be a flat oK-module of finite
rank. For every non-negative integer N we consider the grassmannian GrN (E) of
subspaces of rank N of E , i.e. the oK-scheme representing the functor
GrN (E) :
{
oK-schemes
}
//
{
sets
}
(f : X → Spec oK) ✤ //
{
locally free sub-OX -modules F
of f∗E of rank N with flat cokernel
}
.
Suppose that an oK-group scheme G acts linearly on the oK-module E . Then, for
every integer N ≥ 0, the oK-group scheme G acts naturally on the grassmannian
GrN (E) of subspaces of rank N , on the projective space P(
∧N E) and in an equi-
variant way on the invertible sheaf O∧N E(1). Moreover, the Plücker embedding
̟ : GrN (E)→ P
(∧N E) is G-equivariant.
3.2.2. Back to the Main Effective Lower Bound. Let K ′ be a finite extension
of K of degree q ≥ 2. Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer. Let P = (P1oK )n be the
product of n copies of the projective line over oK . Let r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple
of positive integers and let OP(r) be the following invertible sheaf on P,
OP(r) := pr∗1OP1(r1)⊗ · · · ⊗ pr∗nOP1(rn).
For all i = 1, . . . , n let xi be a K-point of P
1
oK
and let ai be a K
′-point of P1oK
such that K(ai) = K
′. Consider the following points of P:
x := (x1, . . . , xn),
a := (a1, . . . , an).
We furthermore set a := {a(σ) : σ ∈ HomK-alg(K ′,Q)}. Let tx, ta ≥ 0 be non-
negative real numbers and let us consider the following K-vector spaces
Kr(x, tx) :=
{
f ∈ Γ(PK ,OP(r)) : ind1/r(f, x) ≥ tx
}
,
Kq,r(a, ta) :=
{
f ∈ Γ(PK ,OP(r)) : ind1/r(f, a) ≥ ta
}
where PK denotes the generic fiber of P.
6 Since f is K-rational and a is not, im-
posing index at a automatically imposes the same index condition at all conjugates
of a: this is the reason why we introduced the bold letter a.
Let us denote kq,r(ta) and kr(tx) respectively the dimension of the K-vector
spaces Kr(x, tx) and Kq,r(a, ta). In such a way, these sub-vector spaces of the
global sections Γ(PK ,OP(r)) define the following K-points of grassmannians :
[Kr(x, tx)] ∈ Grkr(tx)(Γ(P,OP(r))),
[Kq,r(a, ta)] ∈ Grkq,r(ta)(Γ(P,OP(r))).
6Here the index of the section f , which is defined over K, at the point a, which is defined over
K ′, means the index of the extension of f to K ′. Alternatively, one may define the Q-vector space
Kq,r(a, ta) :=
{
f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) ⊗oK Q : ind1/r(f, a
(σ)) ≥ ta for all σ : K ′ → Q
}
and notice that it is invariant under Galois action, thus it comes from aK-vector spaceKq,r(a, ta).
In any case we have
Kq,r(a, ta)⊗K Q =
⋂
σ:K′→Q
Kr(a
(σ), ta),
where Kr(a(σ), ta) :=
{
f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) ⊗oK Q : ind1/r(f, a
(σ)) ≥ ta
}
.
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The oK-reductive group SL
n
2,oK acts naturally on the product P =
(
P1oK
)n
and we
consider the natural action induced on the grassmannians mentioned above. If we
write
Fr(tx) :=
kr(tx)∧
Γ(P,OP(r)),
Fq,r(ta) :=
kq,r(ta)∧
Γ(P,OP(r)),
the Plücker embeddings, which are equivariant morphisms with respect to the action
of SLn2,oK , are maps
Grkr(tx)(Γ(P,OP(r))) −→ P(Fr(tx)),
Grkq,r(ta)(Γ(P,OP(r))) −→ P(Fq,r(ta)).
3.2.3. The geometric invariant theory data. We apply the Fundamental For-
mula to the following situation :
Pr = ([Kr(x, tx)], [Kq,r(a, ta)]),
Xr = Grkr(tx)(Γ(P,OP(r))) ×oK Grkq,r(ta)(Γ(P,OP(r))),
G = SLn2,oK ,
Lr = polarization given by the Plücker embeddings of the grassmannians,
and the closed embedding:
jr : Xr −→ P(Fr(tx))×oK P(Fq,r(ta)) −→ P(Fr(tx)⊗oK Fq,r(ta)).
(The first arrow is the Plücker embedding of the Grassmannians and the second
one is the Segre embedding). For every embedding γ : K → C the complex vector
spaces
Fr(tx)⊗γ C =
kr(tx)∧ ( n⊗
i=1
Symri C2∨
)
,
Fq,r(ta)⊗γ C =
kq,r(ta)∧ ( n⊗
i=1
Symri C2∨
)
,
are respectively equipped with the hermitian norms ‖ · ‖Fr(tx),γ and ‖ · ‖Fq,r(ta),γ
obtained by tensor operations (see 0.0.3). We endow the complex vector space
Fr(tx)γ ⊗C Fq,r(ta)γ with the tensor norm associated to these norms. The result
hermitian norm is clearly invariant under the action of SUn2 . We denote Lr for the
associated hermitian invertible sheaf on Xr.
3.3. Proof of the Main Theorem.
3.3.1. In this section we show Theorem 1.11 admitting a semi-stability result (The-
orem 3.7) that we will prove in section 6.2 and some intermediate computations
(namely Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 5.1) that we shall prove in sections 4 and 5.
In order to prove Theorem 1.11, by an approximation argument, we may suppose
that n-tuple of positive real numbers r = (r1, . . . , rn) in the statement is made of
positive rational numbers. Since the Main Effective Lower Bound is homogeneous
in r, we may therefore assume that r is made of positive integers.
3.3.2. Semi-stability conditions. To prove Theorem 1.11 we apply the Funda-
mental Formula to the point Pr. Therefore we have to show that it is semi-stable.
In Section 6.2 we prove the following:
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Theorem 3.7. Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer and r = (r1, . . . , rn) be a n-tuple of
positive integers. Let tx, ta ≥ 0 be real numbers with ta < tq,n(0). If the inequality
µn(uq,r(ta)) > µn(tx) + εq,r,
is satisfied then there exists a positive integer α0 = α0(q, n, r, ta, tx) such that, for
every integer α ≥ α0, the K-point Pαr ∈ Xαr(K) is semi-stable under the action of
SLn2 with respect to the polarization given by the Plücker embeddings.
3.3.3. Applying the Fundamental Formula. The numerical condition appear-
ing in the previous statement is exactly the condition (SS) in Theorem 1.11. Hence
according to Theorem 3.7 there exists a positive integer α0 = α0(q, n, r, ta, tx) such
that, for every integer α ≥ α0, the K-point
Pαr = ([Kαr(x, tx)], [Kq,αr(a, ta)])
is semi-stable. The Fundamental Formula (or, better, Corollary 2.7) applied for
every α ≥ α0 to the point Pαr gives the following inequality:
hLαr(Pαr) +
1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈S
ιv(Pαr) ≥ hmin
(
(Xαr,Lαr)//G
)
,
where we used that the instability measures are non-positive. Dividing by αn+1(r1 · · · rn)
and letting α go to infinity we get
(3.3.1) − 1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈S
lim sup
α→∞
ιv(Pαr)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn)
≤ lim sup
α→∞
hLαr(Pαr)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) − lim supα→∞
hmin
(
(Xαr ,Lαr)//G
)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) .
In the following paragraphs we estimate the terms appearing in the preceding
inequality.
The bound of the term involving the height of the point Pr will make appear the
height of the points xi’s and ai’s. It is the counterpart of the classical upper bound
of the size of the auxiliary polynomial made by means of Siegel’s Lemma. Here it
will be a direct consequence of basic definitions in Arakelov geometry.
The term where the instability measure occurs is of local nature and will make
naturally intervene the distance between the algebraic and the rational point. In
the classical framework this corresponds to the Taylor expansion of the auxiliary
polynomial around the algebraic point.
The term involving the lowest height on the quotient will finally play the role of
the constant terms.
3.3.4. Upper bound of the height. The Plücker embeddings give a closed iso-
metric embedding of the product of grassmanniansXr into the productP(Fq,r(ta))×
P(Fr(tx)). Hence we have :
hLr(Pr) = hFr(tx)([Kr(x, tx)]) + hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]).
Now some elementary estimates of Arakelov degrees (see Propositions 4.1-4.2) give
:
hFr(tx)([Kr(x, tx)]) ≤
n∑
i=1
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓih(xi),
hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]) ≤
(
n∏
i=1
(ri + 1)− kq,r(ta)
)(
q
(
n∑
i=1
rih(ai)
)
+ |r| log
√
2q
)
.
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Applying these estimates to every positive integer multiple of r we get:
(3.3.2) lim sup
α→∞
hLαr(Pαr)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) ≤
(∫
∇n(tx)
ζ1 dλ
)
n∑
i=1
rih(xi)
+ q vol∆n(ta)
(
q
(
n∑
i=1
rih(ai)
)
+ |r| log
√
2q
)
.
3.3.5. Upper bound of the instability measure. Let v be a place of K. If the
place v is non-archimedean we find:
−ιv(Pr) ≥ max
σ:K′→Cv
{
kq,r(ta)ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
+
n∑
i=1
 ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓi − kr(tx) + kq,r(ta)
2
ri
mv(a(σ)i , xi)
}
,
whereas in the archimedean case the previous lower bound holds when the error
term
kq,r(ta)
n∑
i=1
log
√
ri + 1 + kq,r(ta)|r| log
√
3 + kr(tx)|r| log 2
is subtracted from the right-hand side of the previous lower bound. These bounds
are proved in Section 5 (see Proposition 5.1). If v is non-archimedean, then applying
these estimates to any positive integer multiple of f , and using Propositions 3.6 (2),
3.4 (2) and 3.6 (4), we obtain:
− lim sup
α→∞
ιv(Pαr)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) ≥ maxσ:K′→Cv
{
(1− q vol∆n(ta))ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
+
µn(tx)− vol∆n(uq,r(ta))
2
(
n∑
i=1
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
)}
If v is archimedean the term |r|(vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) log
√
3+vol∇n(tx) log 2) has to be
subtracted from the right-hand side. By Definition 1.9 (2) we have µn((uq,r(ta)) ≤
vol∆n(uq,r(ta)), therefore condition (SS) entails µn(tx)−vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) < 0. We
coarsely bound from above the term mv(a
(σ)
i , xi):
mv(a
(σ)
i , xi) ≤
∑
w|v
mw(ai, xi),
the sum being taken over the places w of K ′ over v. Therefore taking the sum over
the places of S and noticing that by Proposition 1.2 we have,∑
v∈S
∑
w|v
mw(ai, xi) ≤
∑
v∈S
∑
w∈VK′
mw(ai, xi) = [K
′ : Q](h(x) + h(ai)),
we conclude that the term
− 1
[K : Q]
∑
v∈S
lim sup
α→∞
ιv(Pαr)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) ,
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is bounded below by
(3.3.3)
1
[K : Q]
(1− q vol∆n(ta))ta
∑
v∈S
(
max
σ:K′→Cv
{
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}})
+
µn(tx)− vol∆n(uq,r(ta))
2
(
n∑
i=1
ri (qh(xi) + qh(ai))
)
− |r|(vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) log
√
3 + vol∇n(tx) log 2).
3.3.6. Lower bound of the height on the quotient. For every i = 1, . . . , n let
us set E i = o2K and bi = −ri(kq,r(ta)+ kr(tx)). Let us apply the lower bound given
by Theorem 2.8 to the representation
G = SL(E1)×oK · · · ×oK SL(En) −→ GL(Fq,r(ta)⊗ Fr(tx))
and to the natural surjection
̟ :
n⊗
i=1
E⊗bii =
n⊗
i=1
(
o
2∨
K
)⊗ri(kq,r(ta)+kr(tx)) −→ Fq,r(ta)⊗ Fr(tx).
Since the hermitian vector bundle E i is trivial we have µ̂(E i) = 0 for every i =
1, . . . , n. Through the closed G-equivariant embedding jr : Xr → P(Fq,r(ta) ⊗
Fr(tx)) Theorem 2.8 yields
hmin
(
(Xr ,Lr)//G
) ≥ hmin ((P(Fq,r(ta)⊗Fr(tx)),O(1))//G)
≥ −(kq,r(ta) + kr(tx))|r| log√2− 1
2
(log kq,r(ta)! + log kr(tx)!) ,
where the term −1/2 (log kq,r(ta)! + log kr(tx)!) is due to the ratio between the
hermitian norm on the alternating product and the quotient norm with the respect
to surjection ̟ (see 0.0.3). Thanks to Stirling’s approximation one sees easily that
lim
α→∞
log kq,r(ta)!
αn+1(r1 · · · rn) = 0
and similarly for kr(tx). The previous estimates, applied to any positive multiple
of r, give:
(3.3.4) − lim sup
α→∞
hmin
(
(Xαr ,Lαr)//G
)
αn+1(r1 · · · rn)
≤ (vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) + vol∇n(tx)) |r| log
√
2.
To conclude the proof of the Main Theorem it suffices to bound the asymptotic
terms in (3.3.1) taking in account the inequalities (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.4).
4. Upper bound of the height
We go back to the notation introduced in Section 3.2.
4.1. Rational point.
Proposition 4.1. With the notation introduced above, we have
hFr(tx)([Kr(x, tx)]) ≤
n∑
i=1
∑
ℓ∈∇Zn(r,tx)
ℓih(xi).
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Proof. Let T0, T1 be the canonical basis ofK
2∨. For every i = 1, . . . , n let (xi0, xi1) ∈
K2 be a generator of the line xi ∈ P1(K). We may suppose that xi0 is non-zero.
For every n-tuple of non-negative integers ℓ ∈ r define
T (ℓ) :=
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓi0 T
ℓi
xi
where Txi = xi0T1−xi1Ti0. A basis of the K-vector space Kr(x, tx) is given by the
elements T (ℓ) while ℓ ranges in ∇Zr (tx).
Let v be a place of K. The Hadamard inequality (0.0.1) gives
log
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∧
ℓ∈∇Zr (t,x)
T (ℓ)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fr(tx),v
≤
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
log ‖T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v.
For every n-tuple of non-negative integers ℓ ∈ r the sub-multiplicativity of the
norm on symmetric powers gives
log ‖T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v =
n∑
i=1
log ‖T ri−ℓi0 T ℓixi‖v
≤
n∑
i=1
(ri − ℓi) log ‖T0‖v +
n∑
i=1
ℓi log ‖Txi‖v =
n∑
i=1
ℓi log ‖xi‖v.
Thanks to the Hadamard inequality, we conclude the proof by taking the sum over
all places. 
4.2. Target points.
Proposition 4.2. With the notation introduced above, we have
hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]) ≤
(
n∏
i=1
(ri + 1)− kq,r(ta)
)(
q
n∑
i=1
rih(ai) + |r| log
√
2q
)
.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this upper bound.
4.2.1. We begin equipping the oK-module Γ(P,OP(r)) with the natural hermitian
metric induced by the identification
Γ(P,OP(r)) =
n⊗
i=1
Symri
(
o
2∨
K
)
.
We denote by Γ(P,OP(r)) the resulting oK-hermitian vector bundle. We remark
that the oK-hermitian vector bundle Γ(P,OP(r)) is not trivial since the basis of
Γ(P,OP(r)) given by the elements
T (ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓi0 T
ℓi
1
is orthogonal but not orthonormal. Anyway, for every place v, the sub-multiplicativity
of the norm on symmetric powers gives
log ‖T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v ≤
n∑
i=1
(ri − ℓi) log ‖T0‖v +
n∑
i=1
ℓi log ‖T1‖v = 0.
In particular we have
(4.2.1) µ̂
(
Γ(P,OP(r))
) ≥ − ∑
v∈VK
∑
ℓ∈Zr
log ‖T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v ≥ 0.
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4.2.2. We endow theK-vector spaceKq,r(a, ta) with the structure of oK-hermitian
vector bundle induced by the one of Γ(P,OP(r)). Namely, we consider the oK-
module
Kq,r(a, ta) = Γ(P,OP(r)) ∩Kq,r(a, ta)
equipped with the restriction of the hermitian norms on Γ(P,OP(r)). Let us then
consider
C = Γ(P,OP(r))/Kq,r(a, ta)
and endow it with quotient norms with respect to the surjection Γ(P,OP(r))→ C.
We denote by C the oK-hermitian vector bundle obtained in this way. With these
choices and according to (4.2.1) we have
[K : Q]hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]) = − d̂egKq,r(a, ta)
= d̂eg C − d̂eg Γ(P,OP(r)) ≤ d̂eg C.
4.2.3. Let us denote by E the K-vector space Γ(Zq,r(a, ta),OP(r)) and let Ω be
a Galois closure of K ′ over K. Let us endow the Ω-vector space E ⊗K Ω with a
structure of oΩ-hermitian vector bundle as follows. According to Proposition 3.6
we have
E ⊗K Ω =
q⊕
σ=1
E(σ)(4.2.2)
where for every embedding σ : K ′ → Q we wrote E(σ) := Γ(Zr(a(σ), ta),OPΩ(r))7.
For every i = 1, . . . , n let (a
(σ)
i0 , a
(σ)
i1 ) ∈ Ω2 a generator of the line a(σ)i ∈ P1(K).
Since a(σ) is not K-rational we may assume a
(σ)
i0 6= 0. Therefore up to rescaling
(a
(σ)
i0 , a
(σ)
i1 ) we suppose a
(σ)
i0 = 1.
For any σ : K ′ → Q a basis of the Ω-vector space E(σ) is given by the elements
Ta(σ)(ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓi0 T
ℓi
a
(σ)
i
where T
a
(σ)
i
= T1 − a(σ)i1 T0 and ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) ranges in the elements of ∆Zr (ta).
We consider the oΩ-submodule E(σ) ⊂ E(σ) generated by the elements T (ℓ)’s and
we equip it with the hermitian norm having the elements T (ℓ)’s as an orthonormal
basis. We denote by E(σ) the associated oΩ-hermitian vector bundle.
Finally, according with (4.2.2), we endow K-vector space E⊗KΩ with the struc-
ture of oΩ-hermitian vector bundle given by the orthogonal direct sum of the oΩ-
hermitian vector bundles E(σ)’s. We denote by EΩ the so-obtained hermitian vector
bundle.
4.2.4. The evaluation homomorphism η : Γ(PK ,OP(r))→ E = Γ(Zq,r(a, ta),OP(r))
factors through an injection ε : C ⊗oK K → E. Applying the slope inequality
(Proposition 0.1), one gets
(4.2.3)
hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]) ≤
d̂eg C
[K : Q]
≤ rk C
[Ω : Q]
(
µ̂max(EΩ) +
∑
v∈VΩ
log ‖ε‖sup,v
)
7Here the point a(σ) is seen as an Ω-point of P1Ω = P
1
K ×K Ω and Zr(a
(σ), ta) denotes the
subscheme of P1Ω of index ta on the point a
(σ).
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where for every place v ∈ VΩ we denoted by ‖ε‖sup,v the v-adic operator norm of
the injection ε,
‖ε‖sup,v := sup
06=f∈C⊗Ω
‖ε(f)‖E,v
‖f‖C,v .
Clearly this coincides with the operator norm ‖η‖sup,v of the evaluation morphism
η. Let us also remark that, by definition, the oΩ-hermitian vector bundle E is trivial
hence µ̂max(EΩ) = 0.
4.2.5. We are left with bounding the v-adic size of the evaluation homomor-
phism η. For every embedding σ = 1, . . . , q let us consider the composition η(σ) :
Γ(PΩ,OP(r)) → Eσ of the homomorphism η with the canonical projection E ⊗K
Ω → E(σ). Let us also denote by ‖η(σ)‖sup,v the operator norm of η(σ). With this
notation we have :
• v non-archimedean: ‖η‖sup,v = max
σ=1,...,q
‖η(σ)‖sup,v;
• v archimedean: ‖η‖sup,v ≤ √q max
σ=1,...,q
{
‖η(σ)‖sup,v
}
.
For every σ = 1, . . . , q and any i = 1, . . . , n let us consider the automorphism ϕ
(σ)
i
of the Ω-vector space Ω2∨ defined by
ϕ
(σ)
i :
{
T0 7→ T0
T1 7→ Ta(σ)
i
= T1 − a(σ)i1 T0.
We consider the linear automorphism ϕ
(σ)
r = Sym
r1 ϕ
(σ)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Symrn ϕ(σ)n on the
Ω-vector space
Γ(PK ,OP(r)) ⊗K Ω = Symr1(Ω2∨)⊗Ω · · · ⊗Ω Symrn(Ω2∨),
where for any i = 1, . . . , n the linear automorphism ϕ
(σ)
i its acting on the i-th factor
through its natural action on symmetric powers.
With this notation the homomorphism η(σ) ◦ ϕ(σ)r : Γ(PΩ,OP(r)) → E(σ) coin-
cides with the evaluation morphism at the closed subscheme Zr((1 : 0), ta), i.e. it
is described as follows
T (ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓi0 T
ℓi
1 7→
{
Ta(σ)(ℓ) if ℓ ∈ ∆Zr (ta)
0 otherwise.
By definition the elements Ta(σ)(ℓ)’s form an orthonormal basis of the trivial oΩ-
hermitian vector bundle E(σ). Thus we have ‖η(σ) ◦ ϕ(σ)r ‖sup,v ≤ 1 and we deduce
‖η(σ)‖sup,v ≤ ‖(ϕ(σ)r )−1‖sup,v.
Recalling that for an endomorphism ψ of a oK-hermitian vector bundle V the
sup-norm of ψ is smaller than its norm as an element of V∨ ⊗ V , we have the
following inequalities:
‖(ϕ(σ)r )−1‖sup,v ≤ log
∥∥∥(ϕ(σ)r )−1∥∥∥
End(Γ(P,OP(r))),v
≤
n∑
i=1
ri log ‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1‖End(o2∨K ),v.
Now one has to treat separately the archimedean and the non-archimedean cases.
By definition of ϕ
(σ)
i we have (ϕ
(σ)
i )
−1(T0) = (1, 0) and (ϕ
(σ)
i )
−1(T1) = (a
(σ)
i1 , 1),
thus
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• if v is non-archimedean:
log ‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1‖End(o2∨Ω ),v = logmax
{
‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1(T0)‖v, ‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1(T1)‖v
}
= log ‖(a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 )‖v.
• if is v archimedean:
log ‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1‖End(o2∨Ω ),v = log
√
‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1(T0)‖2v + ‖(ϕ(σ)i )−1(T1)‖2v
≤ log ‖(a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 )‖v + log
√
2.
Taking the sum over all the places of K we finally get the following chains of
inequalities∑
v∈VΩ
log ‖η‖sup,v ≤
(∑
v∈VΩ
max
σ:K′→Q
{
n∑
i=1
ri log ‖(a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 )‖v
})
+ |r|[Ω : Q] log
√
2q
≤
∑
v∈VΩ
∑
σ:K′→Q
n∑
i=1
ri log ‖(a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 )‖v
+ |r|[Ω : Q] log√2q
= [Ω : Q]
 ∑
σ:K′→Q
n∑
i=1
rih(a
(σ)
i )
+ |r| log√2q
 .
Hence dividing by [Ω : Q] and writing h(a
(σ)
i ) = h(ai) for every σ : K
′ → Q,
according to (4.2.3) we get
hFr(ta)([Kq,r(a, ta)]) ≤ rk C
(
q
(
n∑
i=1
rih(ai)
)
+ |r| log
√
2q
)
We conclude by remarking that we have rk C = rkΓ(P,OP(r)) − rkKq,r(a, ta)
and recalling that we have rkΓ(P,OP(r)) =
∏n
i=1(ri + 1) and that, by the very
definition of kq,r(ta), we have kq,r(ta) = rkKq,r(a, ta). 
5. Upper bound of the instability measure
5.1. Notations and first reductions. Let v be a place of K and let us go back
to the notations defined in Section 3.2.
Proposition 5.1. With the notation introduced above if the place v is non-archimedean
we have:
ιv(Pr) ≤ − max
σ:K′→Cv
{
kq,r(ta)
(
ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
})
+
n∑
i=1
 ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓi − kr(tx) + kq,r(ta)
2
ri
mv(a(σ)i , xi)
},
whereas, in the v archimedean case, the previous inequality holds with
kq,r(ta)
n∑
i=1
log
√
ri + 1 + kq,r(ta)|r| log
√
3 + kr(tx)|r| log 2
added on the right-hand side.
Throughout this section we fix for every i = 1, . . . , n a generator (xi0, xi1) ∈ K2v
of the line xi ∈ P1(Kv) such that ‖(xi0, xi1)‖v = 1. For every i = 1, . . . , n and
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every σ : K ′ → Cv we fix a generator (a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 ) ∈ C2v of the line a(σ)i ∈ P1(Cv)
such that ‖(a(σ)i0 , a(σ)i1 )‖v = 1. We finally fix a square root θ(σ)i ∈ Cv of
1
a
(σ)
i0 xi1 − a(σ)i1 xi0
.
5.1.1. Elements of SL2 measuring distances.
Definition 5.2. For every i = 1, . . . , n and every σ = 1, . . . , q let g
(σ)
i be the linear
automorphism of C2v which is given by the following matrix with respect to the
canonical basis e0, e1 of C
2
v:
g
(σ)
i :=
((
a
(σ)
i0 a
(σ)
i1
xi0 xi1
)⊤)−1
=
1
a
(σ)
i0 xi1 − a(σ)i1 xi0
(
xi1 −xi0
−a(σ)i1 a(σ)i0
)
∈ GL2(Cv).
Let us consider the n-tuple g(σ) := (g
(σ)
1 , . . . , g
(σ)
n ) ∈ GL2(Cv)n.
Proposition 5.3. With the notation introduced above, for every i = 1, . . . , n and
every σ = 1, . . . , q the following properties are satisfied:
(1) We have
det g
(σ)
i =
1
a
(σ)
i0 xi1 − a(σ)i1 xi0
.
In particular | det g(σ)i |v = dv(a(σ)i , xi)−1.
(2) For every non-zero vector (y0, y1) ∈ C2v such that ‖(y0, y1)‖v = 1 we have
‖g(σ)i ∗ (y0T1 − y1T0)‖v =

max
{
dv(a
(σ)
i , [y]), dv(xi, [y])
}
v is non-archimedean√
dv(a
(σ)
i , [y])
2 + dv(xi, [y])2 v archimedean
where ∗ denotes the dual action, T0, T1 the canonical basis of C2∨v and [y] ∈
P1(Cv) denotes the line generated by (y0, y1).
Proof. (1) Recalling that the points (xi0, xi1) and (a
(σ)
i0 , a
(σ)
i1 ) are of norm 1, this is
clear. (2) The automorphism g
(σ)
i of C
2
v acts on the dual vector space C
2∨
v through
the transposed inverse automorphism, whose matrix (with respect to the canonical
basis T0, T1) is (
a
(σ)
i0 a
(σ)
i1
xi0 xi1
)
.
The remainder is an elementary computation. 
5.1.2. Proof of Proposition 5.1. In this paragraph we prove Proposition 5.1
admitting two independent computations (Proposition 5.6 and 5.7) that we prove
in the following sections.
Definition 5.4. For every h = (h1, . . . , hn) ∈ GL2(Cv) let us define
• ιv(h, [Kr(x, tx)]) := log
‖h ∗ wx‖Fr(tx),v
‖wx‖Fr(tx),v
,
• ιv(h, [Kq,r(a, ta)]) := log
‖h ∗ wa‖Fq,r(ta),v
‖wa‖Fq,r(ta),v
,
where wx ∈ Fr(x, tx) ⊗K (resp. wa ∈ Fr(a, ta)⊗K) is a non-zero representative
of Plücker embedding of the point [Kr(x, tx)] (resp. [Kq,r(a, ta)]).
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Definition 5.5. For every i = 1, . . . , n and every σ : K ′ → Cv let us consider
the linear automorphism g˜
(σ)
i := g
(σ)
i /θ
(σ)
i , which is of determinant 1. We set
g˜(σ) := (g˜
(σ)
1 , . . . , g˜
(σ)
n ).
Employing this notation the instability measure ιv(Pr) can be written as
ιv(Pr) = inf
h∈SL2(Cv)n
{ιv(h, [Kr(x, tx)]) + ιv(h, [Kq,r(a, ta)])}
≤ min
σ:K′→Cv
{
ιv(g˜
(σ), [Kr(x, tx)]) + ιv(g˜
(σ), [Kq,r(a, ta)])
}
.
The representations Fr(tx) and Fr(ta) of GLn2,oK are respectively homogeneous of
weights kr(tx)r and kr(ta)r. By Proposition 5.3 (1) we have log |θ(σ)i | = mv(a(σ)i , xi)/2
and this yields
ιv(g˜
σ, [Kr(x, tx)]) = ιv(g
(σ), [Kr(x, tx)]) +
kr(tx)
2
(
n∑
i=1
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
)
,
ιv(g˜
σ, [Kq,r(a, ta)]) = ιv(g
(σ), [Kq,r(a, ta)]) +
kq,r(ta)
2
(
n∑
i=1
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
)
.
One concludes the proof of Proposition 5.1 applying the following:
Proposition 5.6. With the notation introduced above, if v is non-archimedean we
have
ιv(g
(σ), [Kr(x, tx)]) ≤ −
n∑
i=1
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
whereas, if v is archimedean, the preceding inequality holds with kr(tx)|r| log 2 be
added on the right-hand side.
Proposition 5.7. With the notation introduced above, if v is non-archimedean we
have
ιv(g
(σ), [Kq,r(a, ta)]) ≤ −kq,r(ta)ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
,
whereas, if v is archimedean, the preceding inequality holds with
kq,r(ta)
(
1
2
n∑
i=1
log(ri + 1) + |r| log
√
3
)
added on the right-hand side.
5.2. Taylor expansion at the single point : proof of Proposition 5.6. Let us
keep the notations introduced in Section 5.1. In this section we prove Proposition
5.6.
5.2.1. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let us consider the linear form
Ti1 := −xi1T0 + xi0T1 ∈ K2∨v .
Since the point (xi0, xi1) ∈ K2v is of norm 1 the linear form Ti1 is of norm 1. If v is
non-archimedean let Ti0 ∈ o2∨v be a linear form such that Ti0, Ti1 is a basis of the
ov-module o
2∨
v . If v is archimedean let Ti0 ∈ K2∨v be a linear form such that Ti0,
Ti1 is an orthonormal basis of K
2∨
v .
Since the linear form Ti1 vanishes at xi for every i = 1, . . . , n, Proposition 3.4
(1) implies that a basis of the K-vector space Kr(x, tx) is given by the monomials
T (ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓii0 T
ℓi
i1
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where ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) ranges in∇Zr (tx). Therefore the following vector ofFr(x, tx)⊗oK
Kv,
w :=
∧
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
T (ℓ)
is a non-zero representative of the Plücker embedding of [Kr(x, tx)]. If v is non-
archimedean the elements T (ℓ)’s form a basis of the ov-module (Kr(x, tx)⊗Kv) ∩
(Γ(P,OP(r)) ⊗ ov). Hence
log ‖w‖Fr(tx),v = 0.
If v is archimedean the elements T (ℓ)’s are orthogonal but they are not of norm 1
and we have
log ‖w‖Fr(tx),v =
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
log ‖T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v = −
1
2
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
n∑
i=1
log
(
ri
ℓi
)
.
Bounding the binomial
(
ri
ℓi
)
by 2ri we obtain
log ‖w‖Fr(tx),v = −
1
2
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
n∑
i=1
log
(
ri
ℓi
)
≥ −1
2
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
n∑
i=1
ri log 2
= −kr(tx)|r| log
√
2.
5.2.2. For any ℓ ∈ ∇Zr (t) the sub-multiplicativity of the norm on symmetric powers
yields
log ‖g(σ) · T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v ≤
n∑
i=1
(
(ri − ℓi) log ‖g(σ)i · Ti0‖v + ℓi log ‖g(σ)i · Ti1‖v
)
.
Therefore applying the Hadamard inequality we get
log ‖g(σ) · w‖Fr(tx),v ≤
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
log ‖g(σ) · T (ℓ)‖Γ(P,OP(r)),v
≤
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
n∑
i=1
(
(ri − ℓi) log ‖g(σ) · Ti0‖v + ℓi log ‖g(σ) · Ti1‖v
)
.
For every i = 1, . . . , n Proposition 5.3 (2) entails
• ‖g(σ)i · Ti0‖v ≤
{
1 v non-archimedean
√
2 v archimedean
• ‖g(σ)i · Ti1‖v = dv(a(σ)i , xi).
Summarising if v is non-archimedean we obtain:
ιv(g
(σ), [Kr(x, tx)]) = log ‖g(σ) · w‖Fr(tx),v ≤ −
n∑
i=1
 ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓi
mv(a(σ)i , xi).
On the other hand if v is archimedean we have:
ιv(g
(σ), [Kr(x, tx)]) ≤ log ‖g(σ) · w‖Fr(tx),v + kr(tx)|r| log
√
2
≤ −
n∑
i=1
 ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
ℓi
mv(a(σ)i , xi) + kr(tx)|r| log 2,
which concludes the proof. 
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5.3. Taylor expansion at the algebraic points : proof of Proposition 5.7.
Let us keep the notations introduced in Section 5.1. In this section we prove
Proposition 5.7.
5.3.1. If v is non-archimedean let ov be the ring of Kv and let f1, . . . , fkq,r(ta) be
a basis of the ov-module:
(Kq,r(a, ta)⊗K Kv) ∩ (Γ(P,OP(r) ⊗oK ov) .
If v is archimedean let f1, . . . , fkq,r(ta) be an orthonormal basis of Kq,r(a, ta)⊗Kv.
With these notations the vector of Fq,r(a, ta)⊗oK Kv,
w :=
kq,r(ta)∧
α=1
fα
is a non-zero representative of the Plücker embedding of [Kq,r(a, ta)]. In order to
simplify notation let us denote by ‖ · ‖v the induced norm on the Cv-vector space
Γ(P,OP(r)) ⊗oK Cv. With this notation Hadamard’s inequality (0.0.1) entails
ιv(g
(σ), [Kq,r(a, ta)]) = log
∥∥∥g(σ) · w∥∥∥
Fq,r(ta),v
≤
kq,r(ta)∑
α=1
log ‖g(σ) · fα‖v.
and we are thus left with proving the following lemma:
Lemma 5.8. Let f be a non-zero element of Kq,r(a, ta). With the notation intro-
duced above, if v is non-archimedean we have
log
‖g(σ) · f‖v
‖f‖v ≤ ta maxi=1,...,n
{
ri log dv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
whereas, if v is archimedean, the preceding inequality holds with
1
2
n∑
i=1
log(ri + 1) + |r| log
√
3
added on the right-hand side.
5.3.2. For every i = 1, . . . , n let us consider the linear form:
Ti1 := −a(σ)i1 T0 + a(σ)i0 T1 ∈ C2∨v .
Since the point (a
(σ)
i0 , a
(σ)
i1 ) ∈ C2v is of norm 1 the linear form Ti1 is of norm 1. If
v is non-archimedean let ov be the ring of integers of Cv and let Ti0 ∈ o2∨v be a
linear form such that Ti0, Ti1 is a basis of the ov-module o
2∨
v . If v is archimedean
let Ti0 ∈ C2∨v be a linear form such that Ti0, Ti1 is an orthonormal basis of C2∨v .
For every n-tuple of integers ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) ∈ r let us define
T (ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓii0 T
ℓi
i1 .
The monomials T (ℓ)’s form a basis of theCv-vector space Γ(P,OP(r))⊗KCv. If v is
non-archimedean the elements T (ℓ)’s form a basis of the ov-module Γ(P,OP(r))⊗oK
ov. If v is archimedean the monomials T (ℓ)’s are orthogonal and for every ℓ ∈ r
we have
‖T (ℓ)‖v =
(
r
ℓ
)−1/2
:=
n∏
i=1
(
ri
ℓi
)−1/2
.
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5.3.3. A computation similar to the one in paragraph 5.2.2 yields if v is non-
archimedean
log ‖g(σ) · T (ℓ)‖v ≤
n∑
i=1
ℓi log dv(a
(σ)
i , xi) = −
n∑
i=1
ℓimv(a
(σ)
i , xi),
whereas, if v is archimedean, the preceding inequality holds when kq,r(ta)|r| log
√
2
is added to the right-hand side.
5.3.4. Let us write f =
∑
ℓ fℓT (ℓ) with fℓ ∈ Cv. If v is non-archimedean we have
‖f‖v = max
{|fℓ|v : ℓ ∈ Zr } .
If v is archimedean we have
‖f‖2v =
∑
ℓ∈Zr
|fℓ|2v
(
r
ℓ
)−1
.
Since the real numbers mv(a
(σ)
i , xi) are non-negative for every ℓ ∈ ∇Zr (ta) we have:
n∑
i=1
ℓimv(a
(σ)
i , xi) ≥
(
n∑
i=1
ℓi
ri
)
min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
≥ ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
.
By definition the global section f satisfies ind1/r(f, a
(σ)) ≥ ta, i.e. we have fℓ = 0
for every ℓ ∈ ∆Zr (ta). In the non-archimedean case this yields:
log ‖g(σ) · f‖v ≤ max
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
{
log |fℓ|v + log ‖g(σ) ∗ T (ℓ)‖v
}
≤ −ta min
i=1,...,n
{
rimv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
}
+ log ‖f‖v,
which actually concludes the proof in the non-archimedean case.
5.3.5. Let us suppose henceforth that v is archimedean. Proposition 5.3 (2) and
the triangle inequality give:
‖g(σ) · f‖v ≤
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|v‖g(σ) ∗ T (ℓ)‖v
≤ max
i=1,...,n
{
dv(a
(σ)
i , xi)
ri
}ta  ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|v
n∏
i=1
√
2
ri−ℓi
 .(5.3.1)
Comparing ℓ1 and ℓ2 norms on Γ(P,OP(r)) thanks to Jensen’s inequality we have:∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|v
n∏
i=1
√
2
ri−ℓi ≤
√√√√( n∏
i=1
(ri + 1)
) ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|2v
n∏
i=1
2ri−ℓi ,
where we used rkΓ(P,OP(r)) =
∏n
i=1(ri + 1). The right term can be compared
with the norm of f :
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|2v
n∏
i=1
2ri−ℓi ≤ max
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
{(
r
ℓ
) n∏
i=1
2ri−ℓi
} ∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
|fℓ|2v
(
r
ℓ
)−1
= max
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
{(
r
ℓ
) n∏
i=1
2ri−ℓi
}
‖f‖2v.
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Using
∑b
a=0
(
b
a
)
2b−a = 3b we find
max
ℓ∈∇Zr (ta)
{(
r
ℓ
) n∏
i=1
2ri−ℓi
}
≤ 3|r|
According to (5.3.1) this concludes the proof. 
6. Semi-stability
6.1. Basic facts about the semi-stability of subspaces.
6.1.1. Instability coefficient. Let K be a field and let G a K-reductive group
acting on a proper K-scheme X equipped with a G-equivariant invertible sheaf L.
Let x be a K-point of X . Let λ : Gm → G be a one-parameter subgroup of G
(which means that λ is a morphism of algebraic groups) and consider the morphism
λx : Gm → X given by
λx(τ) := λ(τ) · x.
By properness of X , the morphism λx extends in a unique way to a morphism
λx : A
1 → X . We denote by x0 the K-point λx(0). Since it is a fixed point under
the action of Gm, then Gm acts on the K-vector space x
∗
0L through a character
τ 7→ τ−µL(λ,x)
with µL(λ, x) ∈ Z. We call it the instability coefficient of x with respect to the
one-parameter subgroup λ and the invertible sheaf L.8
Theorem 6.1 (Hilbert-Mumford criterion). Let us suppose that K is perfect and
L is ample. With the notation introduced above, the point x is semi-stable if and
only if
µL(λ, x) ≥ 0
for every one-parameter subgroup λ : Gm → G.
When K is algebraically closed, this theorem has been proved by Mumford [22,
Theorem 2.1]. The general case has been proved independently by Kempf [19,
Theorem 4.2] and Rousseau [26] 9.
6.1.2. Instability coefficient of linear subspaces. Let V be a finite dimension
K-vector space and r be a non-negative integer. We consider the grassmannian of r-
dimensional subspacesGrr(V ) and its Plücker embedding ̟ : Grr(V )→ P(
∧r
V ).
Suppose that aK-reductive groupG acts linearly on V . Then it acts on the grass-
mannian Grr(V ), on the projective space P(
∧r
V ) and in a equivariant way on the
invertible sheaf O(1) on P(∧r V ). Since the Plücker embedding ̟ is G-equivariant
with respect to this action, the ample invertible sheaf ̟∗O(1) on Grr(V ) is natu-
rally endowed with a G-equivariant action.
Definition 6.2. Let λ : Gm → G be a one-parameter subgroup.
(1) Let W ⊂ V be a linear subspace of dimension r. We set
µ(λ, [W ]) := µ̟∗O(1)(λ, [W ])
omitting the polarisation ̟∗O(1).
8We follow here the convention adopted in [22, Definition 2.2].
9In order to understand that [19, Theorem 4.2] translates into Theorem 6.1 it is useful to consult
the dictionary between Kempf’s and Mumford’s notations given in the table in [22, Appendix to
Chapter 2, section B].
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(2) For every integer p ∈ Z consider the subspace Vλ,p := {v ∈ V : λ(τ) ∗ v = τpv}.
We define pλ,min (resp. pλ,max) denotes the smallest (resp. the biggest) integer
p such that Vλ,p is non-zero.
(3) For every integer p ∈ Z we set V [p] :=⊕q≥p V [q].
Remark that, since the action of a torus is diagonalisable, we have V =
⊕
p∈Z Vλ,p.
In particular,
V [p] =
{
0 if p > pλ,max
V if p < pλ,min.
Proposition 6.3. Let W ⊂ V be a linear subspace of dimension r. For every
integer p we define W [p] := W ∩ V [p].
(1) The subspaces W [p] form a decreasing filtration of W and we have
µ(λ, [W ]) =
∑
p∈Z
p (dimK W [p]− dimKW [p+ 1])
= −pλ,min dimK W −
pλ,max∑
p=pλ,min+1
dimK W [p].
(2) Let w1, . . . , wr be a basis of W . For every i = 1, . . . , r let µ(λ, [wi]) be the
instability coefficient of the point [wi] ∈ P(V ). Then the vector wi writes as
λ(τ) ∗ wi = τ−µ(λ,[wi])wi,min + terms of higher order in τ,
with wi,min ∈ V . If the elements w1,min, . . . , wr,min ∈ V are linearly indepen-
dent, then
µ(λ, [W ]) =
r∑
i=1
µ(λ, [wi]).
(3) With the notations of (2), there exists a basis w1, . . . , wr of W such that their
components of minimal weight w1,min, . . . , wr,min ∈ V are linearly independent.
Proof. This is a reformulation of the computations in [22, Chapter 4, §4]. See also
[30, §2, Lemma 2]. 
Proposition 6.4. Let W1, W2 be subvector spaces of V . We have the following
properties:
(1) (Inclusion formula) If W1 is contained in W2 we have:
(6.1.1) µ(λ, [W1]) ≥ µ(λ, [W2])− pλ,min(dimK W1 − dimK W2).
(2) (Grassmann formula)
(6.1.2) µ(λ, [W1]) + µ(λ, [W2]) ≥ µ(λ, [W1 +W2]) + µ(λ, [W1 ∩W2]).
Proof. (1) Clear. (2) In fact for every integer p the usual Grassmann formula for
linear subspaces gives
dimK W1[p] + dimK W2[p] = dimK(W1[p] +W2[p]) + dimK(W1[p] ∩W2[p])
and we conclude noticing that W1[p] +W2[p] ⊂ (W1 +W2)[p]. 
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6.2. Asymptotic semi-stability : proof of Theorem 3.7.
6.2.1. We go back to the notation introduced in Section 3.2. The construction of
invariant elements is compatible with flat base change [28, §2 Lemma 2]. It follows
that the semi-stability of the points Pαr is only a matter of the generic fiber of Xαr.
From now on we silently work over K (for instance P will denote the projective
scheme (P1K)
n).
6.2.2. Computation of the instability coefficients. For every n-tuple of pos-
itive integers r = (r1, . . . , rn), every non-negative real number t ≥ 0 and every
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} let us set:
µZr,i(t) :=
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (t)
2ℓi − ri
Arguments similar to those in Lemma 1.10 show that µZr,i(t) is non-negative.
Definition 6.5. Let λ : Gm → SLn2,K be a one-parameter subgroup.
(1) For every i = 1, . . . , n there exists a basis Ti0, Ti1 of K
2∨ and a non-negative
integer mλ,i ≥ 0 such that
λ(τ) ∗ Ti0 = τmλ,iTi0, λ(τ) ∗ Ti1 = τ−mλ,iTi1
for every τ ∈ Gm(K). The n-tuple of non-negative integersmλ = (mλ,1, . . . ,mλ,n)
is called the weight of λ and the bases Ti0, Ti1 (for i = 1, . . . , n) is called an
adapted basis for λ.
Note that mλ,i does not depend on the choice of an adapted basis and if
mλ,i is non-zero then the lines {Ti0 = 0} and {Ti1 = 0} are determined by λ.
(2) With the notations introduced here above, for every Q-point y of P we set
χλ,i(y) :=
{
1 if Ti0 vanishes at y
0 otherwise.
We denote by yλ the unique K-point of P such that χλ,i(yλ) = 1 for all i =
1, . . . , n and we call it the instability point of λ (with respect to the chosen
adapted bases).
Proposition 6.6 (Instability coefficient at the single point). Let λ : Gm → SLn2
be a one-parameter subgroup. With the notation introduced above, for every i ∈
{1, . . . , n} we have
µ(λ, [Kr(x, tx)]) =
n∑
i=1
(−1)χλ,i(x)mλ,iµZr,i(tx).
Proposition 6.7 (Instability coefficient at the algebraic point). Let δ be a positive
real number. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 there exist a positive real
number δ0 and a positive integer α0 (the two of them possibly depending on n, q,
r, ta and tx) satisfying the following properties: for every one-parameter subgroup
λ : Gm → SLn2 , every integer α ≥ α0 and every real number 0 < ρ < ρ0 we have
µ(λ, [Kαr(a, ta)]) ≥
n∑
i=1
mλ,i
[
µZαr,i(uq,r(ta) + ρ)− αn+1ri(r1 · · · rn)(εq,r + δ)
]
.
Before showing Propositions 6.6 and 6.7 (whose proofs will be respectively ex-
pounded in paragraphs 6.2.4 and 6.2.5), we will show how to deduce Theorem 3.7.
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6.2.3. Proof of Theorem 3.7. According to the Hilbert-Mumford criterion (The-
orem 6.1) it suffices to show that there exists α0 such that for every α ≥ α0 and
every one-parameter subgroup λ : Gm → SLn2 we have
µ(λ, Pαr) = µ(λ, [Kαr(x, tx)]) + µ(λ, [Kαr(a, ta)]) ≥ 0.
Let δ be a positive real number. Let α0, δ0 and ρ0 given by Proposition 6.7. Up
to increasing α0 and decreasing δ and ρ0 we may assume that for every i = 1, . . . , n,
every α ≥ α0 and every 0 < ρ < ρ0 we have:
(SS′) µZαr,i(uq,r(ta) + ρ) > µ
Z
αr,i(tx) + α
n+1ri(r1 · · · rn)(εq,r + δ),
Fix α ≥ α0 and 0 < ρ < ρ0. Propositions 6.6 and 6.7 yield that µ(λ, Pαr) is
non-negative if:
n∑
i=1
mλ,i
[
µZαr,i(uq,r(ta) + ρ)− αn+1ri(r1 · · · rn)(εq,r + δ) + (−1)χλ,i(x)µZαr,i(tx)
]
≥ 0.
Since the integers mλ,i are supposed to be non-negative, this is satisfied according
to (SS′). This concludes the proof. 
6.2.4. Proof of Proposition 6.6. Let us consider adapted bases Ti0, Ti1 for λ
(i = 1, . . . , n). We suppose χλ,i(x) = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n and we let the reader
adapt the argument in the other cases.
Under this assumption there exists ξi ∈ K such that Ti1 − ξiTi0 vanishes at xi.
According to Proposition 3.4 (1), a basis of the K-vector space Kr(x, tx) is given
by polynomials of the form
T (ℓ) :=
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓii0 (Ti1 − ξiTi0)ℓi .
where ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) ∈ ∇r(tx). The action of the one-parameter subgroup λ is
given by
λi(τ) ∗ T (ℓ) =
n⊗
i=1
τmλ,i(ri−2ℓi)
(
T ri−ℓii0 (Ti1 − τ2mλ,iξiTi0)ℓi
)
Since the integers mλ,i are supposed to be non-negative, the component of T (ℓ) of
minimal weight is the polynomial multiplied by
∑n
i=1mλ,i(ri − 2ℓi), that is
T (ℓ)min =
n⊗
i=1
T ri−ℓii0 T
ℓi
i1 .
Since the elements T (ℓ)min for ℓ ∈ ∇Zr (tx) are linearly independent, Proposition 6.3
(2) yields
µ(λ, [Kr(x, tx)]) =
n∑
i=1
∑
ℓ∈∇Zr (tx)
mλ,i(2ℓi − ri) =
n∑
i=1
mλ,iµ
Z
r,i(tx),
which concludes the proof. 
6.2.5. Proof of Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 6.8. Let λ : Gm → SLn2 be a one-parameter subgroup. Let us suppose
moreover uq,r(ta) 6= 0, n10 and therefore vol∆n(uq,r(ta)) = 1 + εq,r − q vol∆n(ta)
10If uq,r(ta) ∈ {0, n} then Condition (SS) in Theorem 3.7 is not satisfied because µn(0) =
µn(n) = 0.
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by Definition 1.9 (4). Let a(0) be a K-rational point of P1. For every ρ > 0 we
have:
µ(λ, [Kq,r(a, ta)]) + µ(λ, [Kr(a
(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ)])
≥ (kq,r(ta) + kr(uq,r(ta) + ρ)− dimΓ(P,OP(r)))
(
n∑
i=1
mλ,iri
)
.
Proof. Since the point a(0) is K-rational we have pri(a
(0)) 6= pri(a(σ)) for every
i = 1, . . . , n and every σ : K ′ → Q. According to Proposition 3.6 (3) the intersection
Kq,r(a, ta) ∩Kr(a(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ)
is zero (we may apply it over Q to deduce it over K). Grassmann’s formula for
instability coefficients (Proposition 6.4 2) applied to the subspaces Kq,r(a, ta) and
Kr(a
(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ) yields:
µ(λ, [Kq,r(a, ta)]) + µ(λ, [Kr(a
(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ)])
≥ µ(λ, [Kq,r(a, ta) +Kr(a(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ)])
With the notations introduced in paragraph 6.1.2, the smallest integer b such
that the vector space Γ(P,OP(r))b is non-zero is −
∑n
i=1mλ,iri (it occurs only for
the monomial T r110 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T rnn0 ). The inclusion formula (Proposition 6.4 1) applied
to the inclusion
Kq,r(a, ta) +Kr(y, uq,r(ta) + ρ) ⊂ Γ(P,OP(r))
gives the result. 
Lemma 6.9. Let δ be a positive real number. Under the assumption of Theorem
3.7 there exist a positive real number ρ0 and a positive integer α0 (the two of them
possibly depending on n, d, r, ta and tx) such that, for every integer α ≥ α0 and
every real number 0 < ρ < ρ0 we have:
(1)
∣∣∣∣dimK Γ(P,OP(αr))αn(r1 · · · rn) − 1
∣∣∣∣ < δ3;
(2)
∣∣∣∣#∇Zαr(uq,r(ta) + ρ)αn(r1 · · · rn) − (q vol∆n(ta)− εq,r)
∣∣∣∣ < δ3 ;
(3)
kq,αr(ta)
αn(r1 · · · rn) > (1 − q vol∆n(ta))−
δ
3
.
Proof. (1) is clear; (2) follows from the definition of uq,r(ta); (3) follows from
Proposition 3.6 (2). 
Proof of Proposition 6.7. Let δ be a positive real number and let α0 and ρ0 given
by Lemma 6.9. Let us take an integer α ≥ α0 and a real number 0 < ρ < ρ0.
Let a(0) ∈ P(K) be the unique point such that χλ,i(a(0)) = 1 for every i =
1, . . . , n. Applying Proposition 6.6 to the point a(0) we get :
µ(λ, [Kαr(a
(0), uq,r(ta) + ρ)]) = −
n∑
i=1
mλ,iµ
Z
αr,i(uq,r(ta) + ρ).
According to Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 3.4 (2) we have:
kq,αr(ta) + kαr(uq,r(ta) + ρ)− dimΓ(P,OP(αr)) ≥ −αn(r1 · · · rn)(εq,r + δ),
Therefore Lemma 6.8 yields:
µ(λ, [Kαr(a, ta)]) ≥
n∑
i=1
mλ,i
[
µZαr,i(uq,r(ta) + ρ))− αn+1ri(r1 · · · rn)(εq,r + δ)
]
,
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which concludes the proof. 
6.3. Semi-stability in the two-dimensional case. In this section we are going
to prove semi-stability in the case n = 2 in a slightly different way. In this section
let us write
εq,r = (q − 1) min{r1, r2}
max{r1, r2} .
When r1 ≥ r2 this coincides with previous definition.
6.3.1. The semi-stability statement we prove is the following one:
Theorem 6.10. Let r = (r1, r2) be a couple of positive integers such that r1 ≥ r2.
Let tx, ta ≥ 0 be non-negative real numbers such that 0 ≤ 1−q vol∆2(ta)+εq+1,r ≤
1/2. If the inequality
(6.3.1) µ2(tx) < (1− q vol∆2(ta))
(
1− 2
√
2 (1− q vol∆2(ta) + εq+1,r)
)
is satisfied then there exists a positive integer α0 = α0(q, r, ta, tx) such that, for
every integer α ≥ α0, the K-point Pαr ∈ Xαr(K) is semi-stable under the action of
SL22 with respect to the polarization given by the Plücker embeddings.
In particular, given 0 < δ < 1 we can apply it with
• ta = tq,2(δ) =
√
2
q
(1− δ);
• tx that tends to the unique real number w ∈ [1, 2] such that
µ2(w) = δ
(
1− 2
√
2 (δ + εq+1,r)
)
.
This is enough to derive the Main Effective Lower Bound in the case n = 2.
Proposition 6.11 (Instability coefficient at the algebraic point). Let δ be a positive
real number. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.10 there exists a positive integer
α0 (possibly depending on q, r, ta and tx) satisfying the following properties: for
every one-parameter subgroup λ : Gm → SL22,K and every integer α ≥ α0:
µ(λ, [Kq,αr(a, ta)]) ≥ α3r1r2〈mλ, r〉 (1− q vol∆2(ta)− δ)×
×
(
1− 2
√
2 (1− q vol∆2(ta) + εq+1,r)
)
,
where 〈−,−〉 denotes the standard scalar product on R2.
We leave to the reader adapting the argument given in paragraph 6.2.3 in order
to obtain Theorem 6.10 from Proposition 6.11. The main ingredient in the proof
of Proposition 6.11 is the following:
Proposition 6.12. Let f ∈ Kr(a, ta) be a non-zero section. If the following con-
dition is satisfied,
1− q vol∆2(ta) + εq+1,r ≤ 1/2,
then, for every one parameter subgroup λ : Gm → SL22,K we have
µ(λ, [f ]) ≥ 〈mλ, r〉
(
1− 2
√
2 (1− q vol∆2(ta) + εq+1,r)
)
the instability coefficient of f being taken as a point of P(Γ(P,OP(r))) and with
respect to the invertible sheaf O(1).
Let us show how to deduce Proposition 6.11.
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Proof of Proposition 6.11. Let δ be a positive real number. Analogously to the
proof of Lemma 6.9 we may find a positive integer α0 such that for every integer
α ≥ α0 we have:
(6.3.2)
kq,αr(ta)
α2r1r2
> (1 − q vol∆2(ta))− δ.
Let f1, . . . , fkq,αr(ta) be a basis of Kq,αr(a, ta) such that their components of min-
imal weight (with respect to λ) f1,min, . . . , fkq,αr(ta),min are linearly independent
(such a basis exists according to Proposition 6.3). Then Proposition 6.3 (2) entails
µ(λ, [Kq,αr(a, ta)]) =
kq,αr(ta)∑
ℓ=1
µ(λ, [fℓ])
≥ αkq,αr(ta)〈mλ, r〉
(
1− 2
√
2 (1− q vol∆2(ta) + εq+1,r)
)
,
where the second inequality follows from Proposition 6.12. We conclude using
(6.3.2). 
The result we are going to prove in what follows is actually the following version
of Dyson’s Lemma:
Theorem 6.13 (cf. Corollary 6.24). Let f ∈ Γ(P,O(r)) be a non-zero global
section and let b = (b1, b2) be a couple of non-negative real numbers.
Let y be a Q-point of P1. Let q ≥ 1 be an integer and for every σ = 1, . . . , q let
z(σ) be a Q-point of P. For every i = 1, 2 let us suppose:
(1) pri(z
(σ)) 6= pri(z(τ)) for every σ 6= τ ;
(2) pri(z
(σ)) 6= pri(y) for every σ = 1, . . . , q.
For every σ = 1, . . . , q let us suppose tσ ≤ 1 and
(6.3.3) 1−
q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(ind1/r(f, z
(σ))) + εq+1,r <
1
2
.
Then, indb(f, y) < max {biri} and consequently
vol∆2
(
indb(f, y)
max {biri}
)
≤ 1−
q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(ind1/r(f, z
(σ))) + εq+1,r.
Before showing how to deduce Proposition 6.12 let us remark that a similar
version of Dyson’s Lemma with two different weights is indicated to hold in [12,
page 489]. The hypothesis (6.3.3) makes quantitative the assertion of Esnault-
Viehweg that indb(f, y) should be “very small” (see loc. cit.).
In order to prove Proposition 6.12 let us link the instability coefficient and index
through the following easy fact (whose proof is left to the reader):
Proposition 6.14. Let λ : Gm → SL22,K be a one parameter subgroup and let us
fix an adapted basis for λ. Then, for every non-zero element f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) we
have
µ(λ, [f ]) = 〈mλ, r〉 − 2 indmλ(f, yλ),
where yλ is the instability point of λ (with respect to the chosen adapted bases).
Proof of Proposition 6.12. It suffices to apply Theorem 6.13 to the points z(σ) =
a(σ) for σ : K ′ → Q, the weight b = mλ and the point y = yλ (the instability point
of λ) and to remark that, since ta ≤ 1 (otherwise (6.3.1) is not satisfied), we have
vol∆2(ta) = t
2
a
/2. 
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The rest of this section is therefore devoted to prove Theorem 6.13.
In view of Proposition 6.14, one would like to use this interpretation of the
instability measure to apply the usual Dyson’s Lemma — i.e. Theorem 3.2 when
n = 2 11 — in order to derive the semi-stability of the point. Unfortunately, the
usual Dyson’s Lemma can be applied when the weight of the index is the same at
all points: here instead we have to apply it to weight 1/r at the points z(σ) for
σ = 1, . . . , q and the weight mλ at the point yλ.
The key point in the proof of Theorem 6.13 is that in general the index of a
polynomial taken with respect to two different weights are not comparable. Any-
way this is the case when the polynomial is a product of polynomials in separate
variables:
Proposition 6.15. Let b = (b1, b2) and c = (c1, c2) be couples of non-negative real
numbers. Let us suppose that is made of positive real numbers.
For all i = 1, 2 let fi ∈ Γ(P1,OP1(ri)) be a non-zero section. Then, for all
Q-point z of P1 we have
indb(f1 ⊗ f2, z) ≤ max{bi/ci} indc(f1 ⊗ f2, z).
In a nutshell, in the proof of Theorem 6.13 we will use the Wronskian to be led
back to the latter case.
6.3.2. HomogeneousWronskian. In this paragraph we introduce the wronskian
as an invariant under of SL2,K . We follow the presentation given in [1, 2.8]. Let
r, ρ be non-negative integers such that ρ ≤ r + 1.
Definition 6.16. Let f1, . . . , fρ ∈ SymrK2∨ and let T0, T1 be the canonical basis
of K2∨. The homogeneous Wronskian of the polynomials f1, . . . , fρ is defined as:
Wr(f1, . . . , fρ) :=
(
(r − ρ+ 1)!
r!
)ρ
· det
(
∂ρ−1fℓ
∂T ρ−j0 ∂T
j−1
1
)
j,ℓ=1,...,ρ
.
It is an element of Symρ(r−ρ+1)K2∨, i.e. it is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
ρ(r−ρ+1) in the variables T0, T1 (indeed, each entry is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree r − (ρ− 1)).
The reader may consult [1, 2.9] for the relation with the classical notion of
Wronskian. It follows from Wronski’s criterion of linear independence [4, Propo-
sition 6.3.10] that f1, . . . , fρ are linearly independent if and only if Wr(f1, . . . , fρ)
does not vanish.
The Wronskian is an alternating multi-linear map on SymrK2∨ and therefore it
can be extended to a linear map
Wr :
ρ∧
SymrK2∨ −→ Symρ(r−ρ+1)K2∨.
Proposition 6.17 ([1, 2.3, 2.5 and 2.8]). The following properties are satisfied:
(1) If T ′0, T
′
1 is a basis and Wr
′ :
∧ρ
SymrK2∨ → Symρ(r−ρ+1)K2∨ is the Wron-
skian map taken with respect to the latter basis, then as linear maps we have
Wr′ = det(T ′0, T
′
1)
ρ(r−ρ+1)Wr,
where (T ′0, T
′
1) is the linear map sending Ti on T
′
i for i = 0, 1.
(2) The linear map Wr is equivariant under the natural action of SL2,K on the
vector spaces
∧ρ
SymrK2∨ and Symρ(r−ρ+1)K2∨.
11This is case originally treated by Dyson [11], whose proof has then been revisited by several
authors (see [3], [31] and [32]).
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6.3.3. Tensorial rank. Let V1, V2 be finite-dimensional K-vector spaces.
Definition 6.18. The tensorial rank of a non-zero vector v ∈ V1 ⊗K V2 is the
minimal integer ρ ≥ 0 such that v can be written in the form v11⊗v21+· · ·+v1ρ⊗v2ρ
with viℓ ∈ Vi for i = 1, 2 and ℓ = 1, . . . , ρ. We denote it by rk(v).
The tensorial rank is invariant under homotheties and under GL(V1)×GL(V2)
(acting naturally component-wise). The tensorial rank of v coincides with the rank
of the linear map V ∨1 → V2 associated to v through the canonical isomorphism
V1 ⊗K V2 ≃ HomK(V ∨1 , V2) (analogously it is the rank of the dual map V ∨2 → V1).
Let us also remark that if vi1, . . . , viρ ∈ Vi for i = 1, 2 are families of vectors such
that v =
∑rk(v)
ℓ=1 v1ℓ ⊗ v2ℓ then the vectors vi1, . . . , vi rk(v) are linearly independent
for all i = 1, 2.
6.3.4. Splitting polynomials through the Wronskian. Let r = (r1, r2) be a
couple of positive integers and for i = 1, 2 let us set Vi := Sym
ri K2∨. With this
notation we have
Γ(P,OP(r)) ≃ V1 ⊗ V2.
For every non-zero f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) we can consider its tensorial rank rk(f) with
respect to this decomposition. In the notation of [3, page 266] we have s2(f) =
rk(f) + 1.
For every i = 1, 2 let us fix a basis Ti0, Ti1 of K
2∨.
Definition 6.19. Let f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) be a non-zero section and let ρ = rk(f) be
its tensorial rank. For every couple of positive integers ℓ = (ℓ1, ℓ2) such that ℓi ≤ ρ
for i = 1, 2, let us set:
∂
2(ρ−1)
ℓ f :=
∂2(ρ−1)f
∂T ρ−ℓ110 ∂T
ℓ1−1
11 ∂T
ρ−ℓ2
20 ∂T
ℓ2−1
21
,
which is a global section ofOP(r1−(ρ−1), r2−(ρ−1)). The homogeneous Wronskian
Wr(f) is the determinant
Wr(f) :=
[
2∏
i=1
(
(ri − ρ+ 1)!
ri!
)ρ]
· det
(
∂
2(ρ−1)
ℓ f
)
ℓ1,ℓ2=1,...,ρ
,
seen as a global section of OP(r1 − (ρ− 1), r2 − (ρ− 1))⊗ρ.
Let f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) be a non-zero section and let ρ = rk(f) be its tensorial
rank. Let us write f =
∑ρ
ℓ=1 f1ℓ ⊗ f2ℓ with fiℓ ∈ Γ(P1,O(ri)) for all i = 1, 2 and
all ℓ = 1, . . . , ρ. For i = 1, 2 let us consider the homogeneous Wronskian
Wri(f) := Wr(fi1, . . . , fiρ),
computed with respect to the basis Ti0, Ti1. An elementary computation shows:
Proposition 6.20. With the notations introduced above, we have
Wr(f) = Wr1(f)⊗Wr2(f).
6.3.5. Index of the Wronskian. In this section we link the index of Wronskian
with the one of the polynomial we started from.
Proposition 6.21. Let f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) be a non-zero section and let b = (b1, b2)
be a couple of non-negative real numbers. Then, for every Q-point z of P we have:
indb(Wr(f), z) ≥ max {biri}
(
(rk(f)− 1)
(
2− rk(f)− 1
r2
)
vol∆2(t)− rk(f)ε2,r
)
,
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where t := min{1, infb(f, z)/max{biri}}.
Proof. Since the Wronskian does not depend (up to a non-zero scalar factor) on
the chosen basis (Proposition 6.17), then for i = 1, 2 we might chose a basis Ti0,
Ti1 of K
2∨ such that Ti0(pri(z)) 6= 0 and Ti1(pri(z)) = 0.
Let t := indb(f, z) be the index of f at z. Let ρ = rk(f) be the tensorial rank of
f and, up to permuting the coordinates let us suppose r1 ≤ r2. Since deriving with
respect to T10 and T20 does not affect the index on z, for every ℓ1, ℓ2 = 1, . . . , ρ we
have
indb
(
∂
2(ρ−1)
(ℓ1,ℓ2)
f, z
)
≥ max {0, t− 〈b, (ℓ1 − 1, ℓ2 − 1)〉}
≥ max
{
0, t− ℓ2 − 1
r2
max {biri}
}
− ε2,rmax {biri}
where we wrote, recalling convention 1/r = (1/r1, 1/r2) and using ℓ1− 1 ≤ ρ− 1 ≤
r2,
〈b, (ℓ1−1, ℓ2−1)〉 ≤ max {biri} 〈1/r, (ℓ1−1, ℓ2−1)〉 ≤ max {biri}
(
ε2,r +
ℓ2 − 1
r2
)
.
Let us denote by Sρ the permutation group on {1, . . . , ρ}. Since the index is a
valuation we have
indb(Wr(f), z) ≥ min
π∈Sρ
{
ρ∑
ℓ=1
indb
(
∂
2(ρ−1)
(π(ℓ),ℓ)f, z
)}
≥ min
π∈Sρ
{
ρ∑
ℓ=1
max
{
0, t− ℓ− 1
r2
max {biri}
}}
− ρε2,rmax {biri}
Writing t′ := t/max{biri} and u = min{(ρ− 1)/r2, t′}, we obtain
ρ∑
ℓ=1
max
{
0, t− ℓ− 1
r2
max {biri}
}
= max{biri}
(
r2u∑
ℓ=0
(
t′ − ℓ
r2
))
.
We finally have
r2u∑
ℓ=0
(
t′ − ℓ
r2
)
= (r2u+ 1)
(
t′ − u
2
)
≥ r2u
(
t′ − u
2
)
,
and we conclude by:
Lemma 6.22. With the notations introduced above, let t˜ := min{t′, 1}. Then,
u
(
t′ − u
2
)
≥ ρ− 1
r2
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)
vol∆2(t˜).
Proof of Lemma 6.22. Two cases have to be considered:
(1) u = t′;
(2) u = (ρ− 1)/r2.
The first case is trivial since we have by hypothesis u(t′ − u/2) = t′2/2. Therefore
it suffices to remark that we have
ρ− 1
r2
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)
≤ 1
because ρ− 1 ≤ r2. For the second case let us set t˜ := min{t′, 1}. Clearly we have
u
(
t′ − u
2
)
≥ u
(
t˜− u
2
)
.
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Now it suffices to remark that function
ξ
(
t˜− ξ/2)
ξ (2− ξ) =
t˜− ξ/2
2− ξ ,
is decreasing for ξ ∈ [0, 1] because t˜ ≤ 1. By assumption we have u ≤ t˜. Therefore,
applying this consideration with ξ = u = (ρ− 1)/r2, we find
u
(
t˜− u/2)
u(2− u) ≥
t˜2/2
t˜(2− t˜) ≥ t˜,
where in the last inequality we used again the inequality t˜(2 − t˜) ≤ 1. This termi-
nates the proof of the lemma. 
This concludes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 6.23. Let f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) be a non-zero global section and let b =
(b1, b2) be a couple of non-negative real numbers.
Let q ≥ 1 be an integer and for every σ = 0, . . . , q let z(σ) be a Q-point of P.
For every i = 1, 2 let us suppose pri(z
(σ)) 6= pri(z(τ)) for every σ 6= τ . Then,
q∑
σ=0
vol∆2(t
(σ)) ≤ 1 + εq+1,r,
where
t(σ) =
{
min
{
1, ind1/r(f, z
(σ))
}
if σ = 1, . . . , q
min
{
1, indb(f, z
(0))/max {biri}
}
if σ = 0.
Proof. Let us suppose rk(f) > 1. The proof is done bounding from above and from
below the index indb(Wr(f), z
(0)).
Upper bound. Let us go back to the notation in Proposition 6.15. Since we have
Wr(f) = Wr1(f)⊗Wr2(f), Proposition 6.15 applied to the weight c = 1/r gives
indb(Wr(f), z
(0)) ≤ max{biri} ind1/r(Wr(f), z(0)).
We are therefore led back to estimate ind1/r(Wr(f), z
(0)). Let us set ρ := rk(f).
Using the definition of the index and the fact that Wri(f) is a section of O(ρ(ri −
ρ+ 1)) on P1, we have:
ind1/r(Wr(f), z
(0)) =
2∑
i=1
1
ri
mult(Wri(f), pri(z
(0)))
≤
2∑
i=1
1
ri
(
ρ(ri − ρ+ 1)−
q∑
σ=1
mult(Wri(f), pri(z
(σ)))
)
= ρ
(
2−
2∑
i=1
ρ− 1
ri
)
−
q∑
σ=1
ind1/r(Wr(f), z
(σ)),
where we used that the projection of the points z(σ) are pairwise distinct. For every
σ = 1, . . . , q, Proposition 6.21 (applied to z = z(σ) and b = 1/r) entails:
ind1/r(Wr(f), z
(σ)) ≥ (ρ− 1)
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)
vol∆2(t
(σ)),
where t(σ) = min
{
1, ind1/r(f, z
(σ))
}
. Summing up, the index indb(Wr(f), z
(0)) is
bounded above by
max {biri}
[
ρ
(
2−
2∑
i=1
ρ− 1
ri
+ εq+1,r
)
− (ρ− 1)
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)( q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(t
(σ))
)]
,
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where we noted qε2,r = εq+1,r.
Lower bound. Proposition 6.21 applied to the point z = z(0) and to the weight b
gives:
indb(Wr(f), y) ≥ max {biri} (ρ− 1)
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)
vol∆2(t
(0)),
where t(0) := min
{
1, infb(f, z
(0))/max{biri}
}
.
Combining the lower bound and the upper bound of indb(f, z
(0)) we find:
(ρ− 1)
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)( q∑
σ=0
vol∆2(t
(σ))
)
≤ ρ
(
2− ρ− 1
r2
)
+ ρεq+1,r,
where in the right-hand side we neglected the term −(ρ − 1)/r1. Dividing by
(ρ− 1)
(
2− ρ−1r2
)
we obtain
q∑
σ=0
vol∆2(t
(σ)) ≤ ρ
ρ− 1 +
ρ
ρ− 1
(
2 +
ρ− 1
r2
)−1
εq+1,r
≤ 1 + εq+1,r + 1
ρ− 1 (1 + εq+1,r) ,
where in the second inequality we used 2 − (ρ − 1)/r2 ≥ 1. Taking powers of f
and multiplying by suitable linear polynomials, one can show that ρ can be taken
arbitrarily large (even though it could be small compared to r2) — see [3, Lemma
2 and II.4] for more details. This concludes the proof in the case rk(f) > 1.
The same type of argument shows that we can suppose rk(f) > 1. 
Corollary 6.24. Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.23, let us moreover sup-
pose that for every σ = 1, . . . , q we have ind1/r(f, z
(σ)) ≤ 1 and
(6.3.4) 1−
q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(ind1/r(f, z
(σ))) + εq+1,r <
1
2
.
Then, indb(f, z
(0)) < max {biri} and consequently
vol∆2
(
indb(f, z
(0))
max {biri}
)
≤ 1−
q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(ind1/r(f, z
(σ))) + εq+1,r.
Proof. Indeed, if indb(f, y) ≥ max {biri}, Proposition 6.23 entails
1
2
≤ 1−
q∑
σ=1
vol∆2(ind1/r(f, z
(σ))) + εq+1,r,
which contradicts the hypothesis (6.3.4). 
6.3.6. Wronskian as a covariant. Let us conclude with a final remark. Fix
a positive integer ρ ≥ 1. The Wronskian furnishes a “covariant” for the action of
SL22,K , i.e. a rational SL
2
2,K-equivariant map
Wr : P(Γ(P,OP(r))) 99K P(Symρ(r1−ρ+1)K2∨ ⊗K Symρ(r2−ρ+1)K2∨),
which is defined on the open subset Uρ ⊂ P(Γ(P,OP(r))) of lines generated by
non-zero sections f ∈ Γ(P,OP(r)) of tensorial rank ≥ ρ. The Wronskian map
Wr moreover induces a SL22,K-equivariant isomorphism of line bundles Wr
∗O(1) ≃
O(ρ)|Uρ . In the early stages of the present work, this constituted for us one of
the main evidences that the proof of Roth’s was connected to Geometric Invariant
Theory.
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To make this intuition more precise, let us remark that for such a morphism it
is a general fact on GIT that one has
µO(1)(λ, [f ]) ≥
1
ρ
µO(1)(λ, [Wr(f)]),
for every global section f of OP(r) of tensorial rank ≥ ρ and every one-parameter
subgroup λ : Gm → SL22,K . If yλ is the instability point associated to the choice
of admissible bases for λ, Proposition 6.14 leads to the lower bound
indmλ(Wr(f), yλ) ≥ ρ indmλ(f, yλ)−
ρ(ρ− 1)
2
(mλ,1 +mλ,2).
As we explained before, we want to apply Theorem 6.13 to the point y = yλ and
the weight b = mλ. Thus this is the case we are interested in. Unfortunately, this
lower bound is not sharp enough to deduce the semi-stability of the point Pr (for
µ2(tx) small enough) and we had to use the lower bound given by Proposition 6.21
in the proof of Proposition 6.23.
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